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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
WE, THE MEMBERS OF AEGEE,
young Europeans coming from all regions of the continent, recognise that we are the future and present of our society and that our
contribution to the construction of Europe is our responsibility. We
come together under a common vision of a democratic, diverse
and borderless Europe.
We come together in AEGEE to form an open, voluntary network
where we transform our ideas into actions, develop ourselves to
participate actively in society, and contribute to the European debate with our independent student’s perspective.

WE HEREBY DECLARE THESE PRINCIPLES TO BE
FUNDAMENTAL TO US:
The diversity of Europe has to be valued, and we reflect it in our
organisation. The richness of our continent relies on people from
different cultures and backgrounds coming together and being
united by common values.
Cooperation between people and communities begins with dialogue and mutual understanding. We bring together students
from all regions of Europe and create friendships that break stereotypes and prejudices.
Freedom and human rights are essential elements of a European society. Through our work and behaviour, we aim to serve
as an example and spread these values among the youth of our
continent.
A strong Europe is built upon the foundations of respect, tolerance and solidarity. Following these values, we stand for an inclusive society where citizens enjoy equal opportunities and rights.
Progress in Europe has to be based on knowledge and unlimited access to education. By providing diverse learning opportunities and supporting a European dimension in education, we
believe it gives young people better opportunities for the future.
By honoring and promoting these principles we shape a better
Europe.
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BLUE
What comes up to your mind when you think about this
colour? I am thinking about three things. The ocean: deep
and silent, keeping unknown secrets. The sky: bright and
warm, sparkled with birds who are leaving to foreign places. And AEGEE: an association reminiscent of the people
who are living in Europe, united in diversity and shared
hopes.
Dear Reader,
We, as an international organisation, had to face a new reality this year, the reality of closed borders. Caught in this
situation, we realised our privileges of attending international events, borderless traveling and having friendships
all over Europe. We needed to cancel our Spring Agora in
Armenia and our Autumn Agora in Moscow, we cancelled
every Summer University and we cancelled or postponed
uncountable events on an international and local level.
But besides that, we were able to build a new community.
“AEGEEans in quarantine”, an international online group,
supporting people who were alone during a lockdown. We managed this together with online
training sessions, online workshops, online quiz nights and live calls. AEGEE turned 35 and we
celebrated online. We developed ourselves and we have grown together. Our Projects and
Working Groups have continued independent of Corona. We advanced the discourse about
equal rights and gender equality and we fought for sustainability and against climate change.
We had the first online Agora in AEGEE’s history and we had a great Autumn Agora in Salerno
and an amazing European Planning Meeting in Barcelona before Covid-19. We are waiting to
organise new Summer Universities next year, hoping for the SUn. And we look forward to the
first Agora in Russia and to catch up with the first Agora in the South Caucasus in 2021.
We, as AEGEEans, learned how important it is to stay together in troubled times and we are focussing on our future. We will be able to see the ocean again; we will be able to share the look
into the sky with our friends again and we will discover foreign places in Europe. We will meet
each other at local and international events. And we will appreciate and use these possibilities
in a better way than we ever did before.
As you can see, it was an exciting and colourful year and we are going to show all these different
colours between the lines of the annual Key to Europe.
I cannot wait to see you somewhere in Europe - again.
Maike Schulte, AEGEE-Bamberg
Editor-in-Chief, Key to Europe 2019/2020
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WHAT MAKES ME EUROPEAN?
I was not born a European, I became a European. My time
in AEGEE was a great part in making me European. In the
summer of 2001, I became a member of the AEGEE antenna in Copenhagen. I did not know I was to become part of
a community spanning the entire continent.
My first AEGEE experience was taking part in our Copenhagen Summer University (SU) as a host to one of the visiting
AEGEEans (from Zagreb, Croatia) before I left for my own
SU-experience in Ukraine (Kiev and Zaporizhia). Being an
active part of my local antenna allowed me to form friendships, which have lasted until today.
Experiencing being part of a community, which is united in
diversity, gave me a strong foundation to view the world.
Even as the world grows smaller through modern communication, the news we have access to is not more diverse,
but rather more and more the same as all media and platforms share the news and stories which others have success with. The AEGEE experience allows us to live that we
are much more alike than we are made to think, but it also shows us that there is more to the
world, than what hits the headlines.
Being part of a democratic organisation helped me train to take responsibility for my society;
by becoming a member of our local board and taking part in the Agora, I acquired skills and experience which made sure I would not fear doing the same in other organisations. That I would
not fear being a political candidate.
When I started out I had no idea where the AEGEE experience would lead me, but I enjoyed
every step of the way. I am now a member of the European Parliament. AEGEE was part of my
way here. I hope AEGEE can help you achieve your dreams, even if you have not started dreaming them yet.
Enjoy your journey! I am excited to hear where it leads you.
Karen Melchior
Member of the European Parliament
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DEAR READER,
Welcome to the annual review of AEGEE for 2019-2020.
Every year our association aims to change the world, if
only for a little. This year, however, the world changed
more dramatically than we ever witnessed and everyone
was playing catch-up. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is inescapable and made that this was very much a
year of two halves.
The first half was full of ambition and excitement as we
were looking for opportunities after the European elections and working towards the year that had been a dot on
the horizon of many long term projects: 2020. There had
been many predictions and targets regarding the state of
Europe for this year, but nobody expected it would look
quite like it did. The second half was filled with reacting
and adapting to the new reality that had come upon us so
suddenly.
Looking back, I am proud of all our volunteers that switched
to the online environment relatively seamlessly. Some had
to give up organising an event for which they had already dedicated months of their lives, while
everyone was torn from their comfort zone. Still, in a short period of time, our calendars were
filled with online events and activities. Already familiar with online meetings and changeable
conditions, one could see the advantage of the (international) youth sector during the first
months of the pandemic. Many stories appeared of young people teaching their parents how
to efficiently discuss in a conference call.
But the corona crisis had many facets and laid bare a big weakness in the current state of
Europe. Nation states rushed to protect their own needs and were not afraid to disadvantage
their allies to do so. The need for a collective approach has rarely been higher in the past fifty
years and yet it was an immense struggle to let collaboration materialise.
To me, this highlighted why AEGEE and the ideals we stand are still a priority in today’s society.
Since our founding in 1985, the European project has come a long way and we can celebrate
many victories on the path to integration. Yet, it is clear that there is also still such a long way
to go. Whether it’s nation states thinking about the bigger picture or a less toxic media environment that does not put citizens of different countries against each other with biased news
coverage, it’s a change that needs to come sooner rather than later. Luckily, it’s something that
everyone can contribute to. Through volunteering, voting or even all kinds of small positive
actions, we shape the future of Europe together.
I hope that you enjoy reading through our stories of last year and that you will join us to create
many more in the future.
Truly yours,
Daniël Amesz
President of AEGEE-Europe 2019-2020
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What is aegee?
AEGEE-Europe, the European Students’ Forum, is one of the biggest student organisations in Europe. The organisation has around
13.000 members spread in 147 university
cities in 40 countries, welcoming students of
all disciplines.
It was founded in 1985 in Paris under the
name of EGEE by political science student
Franck Biancheri, and since then it has
spread all over Europe with a Network now
spanning all over the continent, from Western Europe to the Caucasus and Russia.
The acronym AEGEE stands for Association
des États Généraux des Étudiants de l’Europe. It derives from the first parliament
established during the French Revolution, the
États Généraux, and the Aegean Sea, where
democracy was born 2000 years ago.
Throughout the years, the members have
changed and many different activities have
been developed, but AEGEE‘s vision has remained clear: creating a democratic, diverse
and borderless Europe, which is socially,
economically and politically integrated and
values the participation of young people in its
construction and development.
In order to transform this vision into reality,
AEGEE works as a politically independent,
secular and non-profit organisation, which
empowers students and young people in
Europe to take an active role in society. It
creates a space for dialogue and learning
opportunities for students and, at the same
time, acts as their representative towards
decision-makers. In this way, AEGEE strengthens mutual understanding and brings Europe
closer to young people.

Personal Development and Non-Formal
Education
AEGEE provides learning opportunities for
the development of its members through
non-formal education and informal learning.
By participating in training courses, workshops, and active involvement in the organisation, our members improve their competences (such as leadership, communication
and team management skills) which will be
useful for their future.
Thematic Projects
Thematic projects, both local and international, are initiatives developed by members
of AEGEE. They deal with current challenges
in the European society, create awareness
among young people and propose solutions
from a students’ point of view.
Policy and Advocacy
Through the newly founded Policy Office,
AEGEE gathers the opinions of European
students and represents them towards stakeholders through campaigns, lobby actions,
conferences and membership in bigger advocacy platforms. In addition, AEGEE informs
students and young people about the impact
that European policies have on their lives and
the opportunities they offer.

Intercultural Exchange
AEGEE creates a space for members of different backgrounds to meet and learn about
cultural differences, in order to foster mutual
understanding. AEGEE supports mobility and
encourages young people to cross borders
and make new friends, to break stereotypes
and to strengthen tolerance, respect and
solidarity.
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What is aegee?
Forum for Discussion
AEGEE provides a space for young Europeans
to discuss and exchange different points of
view from a European perspective, in order
to find a common ground. This exchange of
ideas happens in all of our activities, but a
special place for them is inside our projects,
conferences and statutory events (European
Planning Meetings and Agorae).
Nowadays, AEGEE’s network of students and
young Europeans provides the ideal platform
for volunteers from different nationalities
to work together on cross-border activities
such as international projects, conferences,
seminars, exchanges, training courses, and
case study trips. AEGEE operates in a unique
structure, as it directly connects its local
groups and the European bodies without
any national level of organisation, reflecting
AEGEE’s ideal of a Europe without borders.
The European Bodies are Projects, Working
Groups (WGs), Interest Groups (IGs), Commissions, Committees, Policy Office and the European Board of Directors, called the Comité
Directeur (CD).
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Strategic Plan and Action Agenda
Every three years, hundreds of AEGEEans
meet to draft the new Strategic Plan. The
concept of the Strategic Plan is to foresee a
significant change in the organisation and in
Europe in three years and put AEGEE in a key
role towards these changes. This is the reason why the Strategic Plan of AEGEE, in the
current shape, is divided in two main parts,
a thematic and an organisational part, the
Action Agenda (AA).
To put the thematic focus areas of the Strategic Plan into practice within the Network,
each year a new Action Agenda is developed
during the European Planning Meeting. In
this Action Agenda, certain goals (objectives)
are given for the aims of the focus areas to
be worked with in the next year. To help the
Network with the implementation of the vAction Agenda and to track the progress with it,
there is the Strategy Committee. Each year, a
team of new members works with the most
recent Action Agenda, cooperating closely
with the locals and European Level bodies of
the Network.

about AEGEE

The Strategic Plan 2017-2020 consists of four
focus areas, namely Civic Education, European Citizenship, Equal Rights and Youth Development. Newly adopted Strategic Plan 20202023 consists as well in four focus areas with
the confirmation of the interest in Climate
Emergency, Mental Health, Political Activism
and Social Equity. Focus Areas carry out the
thematic goals of AEGEE-Europe described in
the Strategic Plan of the organisation. Their
goal is to ensure that thematic focuses of
AEGEE have been fulfilled.
Statutory Events
The Agora and European Planning Meeting
are AEGEE’s statutory events. The Agora is
the General Assembly of the association, held
twice a year, in spring and in autumn, gathering 600-1000 students for three to four days.
The Agora is the place where young Europeans gather in one place to build the future of
the organisation together. The main discussions and decisions take place during the plenary meetings. The participants of the Agora
also join Prytania (to discuss changes to the
statutes of the organisation), workshops, progress meetings about ongoing projects and
other programmes.
The European Planning Meeting gathers together around 300 experienced AEGEE mem-

Key2Europe 2019-2020

bers in order to draft the Action Agenda for
the upcoming year. Besides working on the
preparation of AEGEE’s Action Agenda, participants take part in workshops, panel discussions and round table discussions related to
the general topic chosen for the event at the
previous Agora.
European Schools and Training Events
Non-formal education is an integral part of
AEGEE. Most of AEGEE’s training events are
organised by the AEGEE Academy, in cooperation with other AEGEE bodies who are
experts in certain fields such as committees
of project teams. These training events are
called European Schools. The events focus on
a certain theme or topic, for example project
management, public relations or fundraising. During these events, participants get a
chance to understand how non-governmental organisations operate, and at the same
time develop their skills. Diverse training
methods, which include lectures, workshops
and case studies, create the perfect environment for fast knowledge absorption among
the trainees. Along with European Schools,
AEGEEans can also attend trainings and
develop their skills at events such as Local
Training Courses 1 and 2 (LTC), Regional
Training Courses (RTC) and Network Meetings (NWM).
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AEGEE history in a nutshell
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1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

EGEE (the États
Généraux des
Étudiants de l’Europe)
is founded on
16th April 1985

EGEE organises,
together with Le
Monde, the Nuit
de l’Europe , a
simultaneous event
on a variety of topics
in seven European
cities

Lobbying to
implement
the Erasmus
programme with
support of François
Mitterrand

The Summer
University Project
is born.
The organisation’s
name changes to
AEGEE

The Berlin Wall
comes down and
AEGEE decides to
expand itself to the
whole European
continent. The
East-West Working
Group is established

1997

1998

1999

2001

2002

The “Europe and
Euro ” project raises
awareness of the
new European
currency, ﬁve
years before its
introduction

AEGEE organises
case study trips to
Cyprus, Moldova
and the Former
Yugoslavia

AEGEE becomes
a full Member
Organisation of the
European Youth
Forum

The AEGEE
Academy is
founded.
AEGEE organises
major projects
focusing on peace
and stability under
the Peace Academy
and Education for
Democracy project

AEGEE launches
one of its biggest
and most successful
projects: The
Turkish-Greek Civic
Dialogue

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

AEGEE wins the
Charlemagne
Youth Prize for the
YOUrope Needs
YOU! project

AEGEE organises
the United Nations
Millennium
Development Goals
Conference within
the framework of
the Beyond Europe
project

AEGEE initiates
the Eastern
Partnership Project
to strengthen civic
society in the wider
neighbourhood
countries

AEGEE launches the
Europe on Track
project.
AEGEE carries out
a big advocacy
campaign with
other youth NGOs
and the European
Youth Forum for the
Erasmus+ program

Europe on Track
wins the European
Charlemagne Youth
Prize

about AEGEE
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1990

1991

1992

1993

Les Anciens is
established as our
alumni organisation.
AEGEE adopts its
logo, the “key to
Europe ”, which
hasn’t changed for
29 years

AEGEE becomes
a pioneer in the
ﬁeld of non-formal
education by
organising its ﬁrst
European School in
Madrid

AEGEE receives
consultative status
at the Organisation
for Security and
Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE)

AEGEE receives
official NGO status
at the Council of
Europe (CoE)

2003

2004

2006

2007

AEGEE becomes
a formal member
of the European
Movement
International (EMI)

AEGEE is one of the
founding NGOs of
the European Civil
Society Platform
for Lifelong
Learning (EUCISLLL)

AEGEE launches
the project Take
Control! - ways
to democracy in
Europe

AEGEE plays a
key role in the
enlargement of
the Erasmus
programme to
Turkey .
Creation of the
Sustaining our
Future (SuFu)
project

2014

2015

2016

2018

AEGEE launches the
Y Vote 2014 with
the EP elections
of 2014 in sight.
AEGEE Election
Observation and
Democracy in
Practice are also
launched

AEGEE celebrates its
30th anniversary
with several
conferences all over
Europe, including
the Night of the
Seven Antennae

Your Vision for
EUrope Project
is launched. The
Night of the Seven
Antennae wins
the Bulgarian
Charlemagne
Youth Prize

For the ﬁrst time, a
statutory event is
held in the Caucasus
Region : EPM 2018
took place from the
8th to the 12th of
March in Yerevan,
Armenia

1996
More than 1000
students are actively
involved in the
conference series of
the Find Your Way
project

2008
Launch of the
YVote2009 campaign
to encourage voting
of young people
in the European
Parliament elections

2019
Y Vote 2019 - Biggest
election related
campaign for AEGEE;
Two statutory
events in a row
in Turkey (Agora
Istanbul and EPM
Izmir)

2020
For the ﬁrst time in
the history of AEGEE,
Agora, our General
Assembly took place
online with more than
300 members
participation.
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AEGEE Structure
AEGEE’s structure is based on a Network of 162 locals, a bi-annual general assembly, a European
Board of Directors working in Brussels, Commissions, Committees, Working Groups, Interest Groups
and international Project Teams. Each of these bodies is reflected in the graphic below.

particip

ate

participate

WGPA
MHWG
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SPC
SC
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BODIES

Members: 13 000 AEGEEans
Locals: 162 local branches of AEGEE’s network.
Comité Directeur: European Board of Directors working in Brussels
Agora: Bi-annual general assembly of AEGEE
EPM: European Planning Meeting, includes
thematic content and Action Agenda drafting
Chair: Chair Team, responsible for preparing
and chair- ing statutory events
Academy: AEGEE Academy provides high
quality non-formal education training to our
members.
Find the full list of locals on page 24-25-26-27

COMMITTEES

Committees help other bodies by providing
them with services, information, infrastructure and materials need- ed to fulfill their
tasks.
Committee PRC: Public Relations Committee
ITC: Information Technology Committee
HRC: Human Resources Committee
EQAC: Events Quality Assurance Committee
AEGEEan: AEGEE’s Online Magazine
StC: Strategy Committee
SC: Sustainability Committee
SPC: Safe Person Committee
FRC: Fundraising Committee

Key2Europe 2019-2020

INTEREST GROUPS

An Interest Group is a group of AEGEE members who share a common interest
LIG: Language Interest Group
POLIG: Politics Interest Group
CIG: Culture Interest Group
LGBT+IG: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, +
Interest Group
GEIG: Gender Equality IG
EIG: Education Interest Group
HRMIG: Human Rights and Migration Interest
Group
H4YIG: Health4Youth Interest Group
Read more about AEGEE’s Interest Groups on page 21

COMMISSIONS

AEGEE’s commissions supervise the accomplishment of the rules which direct the functioning of AEGEE.
DPC: Data Privacy Commission
NetCom: Network Commission, supports
locals and Working Groups by informing
them
about important issues
JC: Juridical Commission, regulates the internal functioning of the association
Audit: Audit Commission, financial supervision of locals and the Comité Directeur
MedCom: Mediation Commission,
mediates cases between locals and other

Read more about Committees on page 22-23

European bodies
Read more about Commissions on page 19

WORKING GROUPS

EUROPEAN PROJECTS

Working Groups carry out the thematic goals
of AEGEE-Europe described in the Strategic
Plan of the organ- isation. Their goal is to
ensure that thematic focuses of AEGEE have
been fulfilled. Policy Officers are responsible
for the coordination of externally oriented
activities and the monitoring of the topics of
the Focus Areas.
CEWG:Climate Emergency Working Group
SEWG: Social Equity Working Group,
MHWG: Mental Health Working Group
PAWG: Political Activism Working Group
Read more about Working Groups on page 34

AEGEE-Europe’s projects deal with topics of
interest for the European youth in general.
These European projects are coordinated by
international teams and take action in several countries. The projects are decided and
imple- mented by the association as a whole
and can call on the resources of AEGEE-Europe for support.
SU: Summer University Project AEGEE Day
EoT: Europe on Track
AEO: AEGEE Election Observation
EaP: Eastern Partnership Project
MINT: Mental Health In Non-Formal Education and Training
Read more about AEGEE’s projects on page 20

PO: Policy Office
LO: Liason Office

Read more about Offices on page 23
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Commissions and other bodies
A Commission is supervising and ensuring compliance with the rules that are governing the functioning of AEGEE.
Network Commission
(NetCom)
The Network CommisNETWORKCOMMISSION
sion is the body entitled
to strengthen, support
and help the Network.
It works in close cooperation with the Network
Director and all the AEGEE Locals, and is functioning essentially as a bridge between AEGEE-Europe
and the Locals. Network Commissioners take
measures to help threatened Locals and support
the new ones, while motivating the Antennae to
grow and to develop themselves. Besides that,
they organise Network Meetings (NWMs) and
Regional Training Courses (RTCs).

NETCOM

Mediation Commission (MedCom)
The Mediation Commission provides
expertise in the field of conflict management and acts as a mediator in conflict situations aiming for reconciliation
from a neutral standpoint. Moreover,
it acts as the ombudsman for cases concerning
data privacy. It consists of four AEGEE members
and the president of the Juridical Commission,
as well as a member of the Comité Directeur as
an observer.The Mediation Commission can be
addressed by any person or Body in AEGEE via
medcom@aegee.org
Juridical Commission (JC) The
Juridical Commission ensures
that the internal functioning of
AEGEE- Europe is according to
its Statutes (CIA). They assist
the bodies and Antennae of
AEGEE-Europe with legal matters, verify the conformity of the Statutes of each
Antenna, verify the signing of the Convention
d’Adhésion with new Antennae and integrate the
modifications of the Statutes, that are accepted.
Audit Commission
The Audit Commission is responsible for auditing, checking, reporting, improving and
investigating on the finances of
AEGEE-Europe, AEGEE- Europe
events and Antennae. They are
also actively supporting Locals in
improving the quality of their Financial Reports
and create a space for economic/financial discussions.

Data Privacy Commission (DPC)
The aim of this commision is to
support AEGEE-Europe’s path to
compliance with the General Data
Protection Regulation, a new set of
EU regulations that came into force
on 25th of May 2018. The main
activities of the committee include: creating an
overview of data flows; establishing a register of
processing operations; developing a data breach
protocol (including a register of data breaches);
developing processing agreement contracts for
third parties; exploring possibilities of how to obtain the necessary consent of members of AEGEE
antennae to gather and process their data by
AEGEE-Europe; and answering questions relevant
for the implementation of the GDPR.
Chair Team
The Chair Team presides over
Agora - Statutory Event of
CHAIR TEAM the
AEGEE-Europe. The team has
of AEGEE-Europe
four positions: Chairperson and
Vice- Chairperson (elected for
one year, chairing and managing the Agora), Secretary of the Agora (responsible
for the minutes), IT Responsible of the Chair Team
(responsible for the IT management of the event).
They can take Job Shadowers and Secretary Assistants to support them with their workload.

AEGEE Academy
AEGEE-Academy is an official
partner association of AEGEEEurope, functioning as the
organisation’s official pool of
trainers. Several times a year,
AEGEE-Academy organises
European Schools on different topics, as well as
other training courses. AEGEE-Academy addresses the internal education needs of the Network
and supports Locals with trainers and training
materials whenever needed.
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Projects
The thematic section of Strategic Plan 2020-2023 defines new Focus Areas, i.e. 4 fields of interest on
which we, as AEGEE, focus for three consecutive years, as of 1st August 2020. Among the 9 submitted Focus Area ideas, the participants of Autumn Agora Salerno 2019 have decided on the following
ones:
The Summer University Project was
born in 1988 with the
intention of promoting European integration, and it is currently
the biggest project in AEGEE which involves
more than 2000 young people every year.
Summer Universities are events that take
place during the summer in most of the cities
where AEGEE is present, for a period of one
to four weeks. Understanding and exploring
the multicultural dimension of the European
continent, tasting its diversity, removing national borders, fighting for tolerance and becoming open-minded citizens are only some
of the reasons why twenty to fifty young
Europeans attend Summer Univers ities.
Europe on Track
(EoT) has taken place
in 2012, 2014 and
every year since 2016.
In each edition, selected ambassadors have travelled across
Europe by train with the support of InterRail to capture young people‘s vision on the
future of Europe through photos, videos and
interviews. In this year’s edition, twenty local
events and more than one hundred interviews were conducted on sustainable development.
The AEGEE Election
Observation Project
(AEO) provides youth’s
perspective on elections.
This is achieved by training and deploying
young people (18-30) on observation missions to parliamentary elections across Europe. Mission reports focus on the challenges
young people face as voters, candidates, and
generally as actors in the electoral process.
AEGEE Election Observation Missions are
open to AEGEE members and non-members
alike. Since 2014, nearly 500 observers have
been deployed on 20 missions to 14 countries.
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AEGEE Eastern Partnership Project The Eastern
Partnership Project+ aims
to bring AEGEEs core value
of European Integration
EASTERN PARTNERSHIP+
into practice. The Project
launched in 2011 wants to create closer ties
between the Eastern Partnership+ Countries
and the western European States by creating
mutual understanding and common respect.
It is its goal to raise awareness regarding
cultural, social and economical aspects of the
EaP+ countries among young activists. The
Project encounters cultural diversity and creates friendships based on respect and shared
values.
project of AEGEE-Europe

Mental health In
Non-formal education
and Training Since Autumn 2018, AEGEE / European Students’ Forum has
been raising awareness
on the topic of Mental
Health within the organization. In Autumn
2019, thanks to the support of the European
Youth Foundation (Council of Europe), AEGEE
launched a project titled.

The AEGEE Day is a
project that aims at
organising at least
one activity per member organisation to
show the strength of the network and to
unite our members, regardless of where they
are based.

about AEGEE
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Interest Groups
An Interest Group (IG) is an informal group of AEGEE members interested in one particular topic.
The purpose of such group is to create a space in AEGEE to gather members with the same interest
and provide a space for discussion for them.
The Culture Interest
Group (CIG) consists of enthusiastic European culture
lovers that aim to spread
culture in any form, from
folkloristic concepts to the
international sphere. Its
members write a multicultural blog called “Momus“ (www. aegeemomus.eu).

The goal of the Language
Interest Group (LIG) is to
raise the awareness within
AEGEE about the value of
multilingualism, to encourage and help AEGEEans to learn more foreign
languages and to discuss
issues related to language policies, minority
languages and linguistic diversity. The main
project organised by this interest group is the
yearly European Day of Languages.

The LGBT+ Interest
Group aims to make
Europe a better, more
LGBT+ INTEREST GROUP
tolerant and more
open- minded place
by raising awareness
and creating discussion about LGBT related
topics.
of AEGEE-Europe

HRMIG

Human Rights and Migration Interest Group
(HRMIG) focuses its activities on raising awareness about the current global and European
situation on migrants from different perspectives; sharing best practices to contribute to
the internal education regarding migration
in AEGEE; taking concrete initiatives of volunteering; participating at Migration-related
conferences and meetings representing
AEGEE Europe; and advocating the rights of
migrants.

The Gender Equality Interest Group creates a space for
discussion and learning about
issues regarding gender. It
strives for equality within AEGEE
network as well as outside of it,
focusing on gender and taking
into account other ways of discrimination from an intersectional perspective.
I N T E R E S T

G R O U P

of AEGEE-Europe

Politics Interest
Group (POLIG) is
a body of AEGEE
aiming to increase
political education
POLITICS INTEREST GROUP
of AEGEE-Europe
within AEGEE, break
the insecurity of
sharing political ideas, discuss theory vs practical, broaden our horizons, feed our curiosity, get instant political news as local and work
for a better society as young people. One can
start political discussions with your fellow
locals by organising Europe Cafés in your
city with us, and with internationals on our
Facebook group as well as in POLIG’s future
events to come.
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Committees
A Committee supports the work of AEGEE-Europe in specific organisational fields. Their role is to
help locals and European Bodies by providing them with services, information, knowledge, materials and infrastructure needed to fulfil their tasks.
The AEGEEan
The AEGEEan is
the online magazine reporting on
AEGEE-Europe’s
activity. Founded in 2011, it contains articles
on European bodies, members, events and
current topics in Europe. The Press Team is
reporting live on statutory events for members who can’t attend.

Events Quality Assurance Committee
(EQAC)
The Events Quality
Assurance Committee
works on improving
the quality standards and making the impact
of AEGEE events by managing the assessment procedure from preparing and submitting the event application forms, supporting
the organisers, to the final evaluation once
the event has taken place.

Information
Technology
Committee (ITC)
The Information Technology Committee
supports AEGEEEurope in everything related to IT by offering
support to users and maintaining the hardware. Among other tasks, they are responsible for the development of the new Online
Membership System (OMS) and the maintenance of the current membership system
and the mailing lists.
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Public Relations
Committee (PRC)
The Public Relations Committee supports the AEGEE Network in terms of communication, public relations, graphic
PUBLIC RELATIONS
design, development and
implementation of the Visual
Identity. Their members are in constant contact with locals and European Bodies aiding
their needs in terms of PR materials, campaign strategies and further tools for improving the visibility of their actions.
Committee of AEGEE-Europe

Human Resources
Committee (HRC)
The Human Resources
Committee supports and
educates the
Network of AEGEE in
the field of Human Resources Management.
Among their tasks is raising the awareness
of the importance of AEGEE Identity, coordinating the implementation of a tailored HR
cycle, making sure through Internal Education that individual new members receive all
necessary skills and knowledge. Finally, they
also provide mentoring and guidance to the
European Bodies, locals and individuals for
example through the mentorship system during statutory events.

about AEGEE

Sustainability Committee
(SC)The Sustainability Committee of AEGEE-Europe was
established in the light of the
current climate and sustainability crisis and its harmful impact. We strive for a systematic
cultural change within AEGEE which fosters
a sustainable mindset and mainstreams a
sustainable behavior in all of AEGEE’s facets.
In order to reach these goals we measure
AEGEE’s impact on the environment and
other relevant aspects of the Sustainable
Development Goals, improve the sustainability standards of AEGEE as well as educate and
motivate the network to act in accordance
with these standards.

SPC

Safe Person Committee (SPC)
The Safe Person Committee is a
new committee dedicated to prevent, detect and react to sexual
harassment in AEGEE. It aims to let AEGEE be
a safe space for all its members and tackle
sexual harassment in any form.

PO

Policy Office (PO)
The Policy Office gathers AEGEE’s
Policy Officers and together
with CD it coordinates the policy
and advocacy work by representing AEGEE’s
positions towards politicians, decision-makers and other relevant organisations. There is
one Policy Officer per Focus Area and possibly additional ones on relevant topics. Being
a new European Body, there is lots of potential to bring in new ideas, create projects and
involve AEGEE locals - in sum, we want to
bring AEGEE’s policy and advocacy work to a
new level!
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Strategy Committee (StC)
The Strategy Committee is a
European Body of AEGEE Europe which supports the Comité Directeur and the network
when it comes to all Strategic
Plan and Action Agenda related
actions. The Strategy Committee supports
with monitoring the drafting and implementation of the Strategic Plan and the Action
Agenda, coordinating the internal dissemination of the Strategic Plan and Action Agenda
and measuring and reporting the fulfilment
of the Strategic Plan and Action Agenda

FRC

Fundraising Committee (FRC)
Fundraising committee makes
research of possible partnerships for AEGEE, support AEGEE-Europe in finding and writing grants
while Cooperate with CD on creating and
implementing the fundraising strategy of
AEGEE-Europe. On the local side, also assist
locals with corporate and/or institutional FR
efforts.

LO

Liaison Officer (LO)
A LO is a link between AEGEE-Europe and another organisation.
They maintain close contacts
with the organisation they are responsible
for and inform the Comité Directeur on the
developments. A LO represents the association towards one or more specific entities,
informs the Network or any specific part of
it about possibilities of application for grants
and promotes, coordinates and supports
AEGEE’s actions, projects and applications towards this entity. They to inform the Comité
Directeur and the Network on a regular basis
about the policies, programs and the activities of the entity (especially those relevant for
the activities of the AEGEE Network)
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Map of the network
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Your keys to Europe
This list shows 164 cities in around 40 European countries where AEGEE is located. The antennae,
contact antennae and contacts can be located on the map on the previous page with the grid coordinates listed behind them. Contact antennae are one step away from becoming a full antenna
of AEGEE. Contacts are recent additions to the network which have not yet reached the status of
contact antennae.

Antenna
A Coruña
Aachen
Alicante
Amsterdam
Angers
Ankara
Antalya
Athina

A7
C5
B7
C5
B6
F7
F8
E8

Bakı
Bamberg
Barcelona
Bergamo
Berlin
Bilbao
Bologna
Brescia
Brno
Brussel-Bruxelles
București
Budapest
Burgos

H7
C5
B7
D6
C6
E4
B7
D6
C6
D5
C5
E6
D6

Cagliari
Castelló
Catania
Chişinău

C7
B7
D8
F6

Delft
Dresden

C5
D5

Eindhoven
Enschede
Erfurt
Eskişehir

C5
C5
D5
F7

Firenze
Frankfurt am Main
Genova
Gliwice
Grodno
Groningen

D7
C5
C6
D5
E4
C4
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Hamburg
Heidelberg
Helsinki

C4
C5
E5

Iaşi
Ioannina
Isparta
İstanbul
İzmir

E6
E7
F8
F7
E8

Kaiserslautern-Saarbrücken C5
Köln
C5
Kraków
D5
Kyiv
F5

L’viv
Las Palmas
Leiden
León
Leuven
Ljubljana
London

E5
A6
C5
B7
C5
D6
B5

Madrid
Mağusa
Málaga
Mannheim
Maribor
Messina
Moskva
Muğla
München

B7
F8
B8
C5
D6
D8
G4
E8
D6

Napoli
Nijmegen
Niš
Novi Sad

D7
C5
E7
D6

Osnabrück
Oviedo

C5
B7

Paris

B5

Passau
Pisa
Ploiesti
Plzeň
Poznań
Praha

D5
D7
E6
D5
D5
D5

Roma
Ryazan

D7
G4

Salerno
Samara
Sankt-Peterburg
Santander
Sheffield
Siena
Skopje
Sofia
Stuttgart

D7
H4
F3
B7
B4
D7
E7
E7
C5

Tallinn
Tarragona
Tartu
Tbilisi
Tenerife
Thessaloniki
Tilburg
Torino
Treviso

E3
B7
E3
G7
A6
E7
C5
C6
D6

Udine
Utrecht
Valencia
Valladolid
Verona
Vigo
Warszawa
Wien
Wrocław

D6
C5
B7
B7
D6
A7
E5
D6
D5

Yerevan

G7

about AEGEE

Zagreb
Zaragoza
Zielona Góra
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D6
B7
D5

contact Antenna
Beograd
Bratislava
Cluj-Napoca
Darmstadt
Düsseldorf
Gdańsk
Göteborg
Hatay
Katowice
Kharkiv
København
Lefkosia

E6
D6
E6
C5
C5
D4
D3
F8
D5
F5
D4
F8

Lille
Lyon
Maastricht
Manchester
Marburg
Milano
Minsk
Montpellier
Odessa
Palermo
Palma de Mallorca
Pécs

C5
C6
C5
B4
C5
C6
E4
C6
F6
D8
C6
D6

Reggio Calabria
Rostov-Na-Donu
Stockholm
Strasbourg
Toruń
Tyumen
Valletta

D8
G6
D3
C5
D5
I3
C8

contacts
Prishtina
Sarajevo
Zürich

E7
E7
C6
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Statistics

35

years old
FOUND IN 1985

13 000
aegeeans

28

40

countries

144
locals

22

average age
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>100

european
events

12

european
Projects

65 000

likes on facebook page

3500

followers on instagram
@aegee_europe
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@obainc

@aegee_heidelberg

@maiikeschu

@barisbaskilic

@natascha.travels

@shakira.311

30
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AEGEEgram
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@aegee_lviv

@klaawiss

@elliehadzhieva

@marijanaasprovska

@aegee.oviedo

@aegee_budapest
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Focus Areas 2017 - 2020
The thematic section of Strategic Plan 20172020 defines new Focus Areas, i.e. 4 fields
of interest on which we, as AEGEE, focus for
three consecutive years, as of 1st August
2017. Among the 19 submitted Focus Area
Ideas, participants of Ideas Factory in León
have decided on the following ones:
EQUAL RIGHTS - with its main aim to educate
young people about the problem of discrimination based on gender identity, expression
and sexual orientation, in combination with
other forms of discrimination (connected
with race, religion, nationality), and to also
promote equity from an intersectional perspective.
CIVIC EDUCATION - connected with all activities directly contributing to the development
of civic competences (skills, knowledge and
attitudes, required to be an active, democrat-
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ic, responsible and critical citizen) of young
people as well as enlightening decision-makers on the key role of civic education in society and pushing them to take due actions.
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT - activities and projects aiming to provide young people with
various opportunities to gain transversal
skills and competences, which will contribute to their employability as well as personal
development.
EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP - with the objective
of developing a sense of European belonging
among young people and empowering them
to become both more active and critical European citizens, AEGEE’s aim is not only to provide them with education on the socio-cultural differences and similarities of Europe, but
also to raise awareness on the importance of
youth participation in European processes.

about AEGEE

To put the thematic focus areas of the Strategic Plan into practice within the Network,
each year a new Action Agenda is developed
during the European Planning Meeting (EPM).
In this Action Agenda, concrete goals (objectives) are given for the aims of the focus
areas to be worked with in the next year.

EQUAL RIGHTS

The Focus Area of Equal Rights has the aim to
acknowledge and tackle discrimination based
on gender identity, expression and sexual
orientation, promoting equity from an intersectional perspective.
Objectives:
1. Organise activities in at least 60 different
locals on diversity, inclusion and/or discrimination, with at least 50% focused on gender
or LGBT+ from an intersectional perspective.
2. Develop a diversity toolkit and have a pilot
in 5 locals. 3. Assure the accessibility to and
the inclusivity of AEGEE events, of at least 5
European events, for people with disabilities.
4. Organise at least 50 local activities on the
topic of sexual harassment or consent.

EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP

The Focus Area of European Citizenship has
the aim to empower young people to become active and critical European citizens by
educating them on the diversity of European
cultures and by enabling them to take an
active role in shaping the European project.
Objectives:
1. Gain statements of support for the reduction of mobility barriers related to visa by at
least 30 policy/ decision makers.
2. Organize 3 case study trips in order to
gather knowledge and advocate for more
equal economic, educational, political and legal opportunities for young people in Europe
(EU/non-EU).
3. Create a Branded Activity featuring and
promoting the diversity in daily lives in different European countries and its opportunities
and involve at least 30 locals in organizing
events related to it.

Key2Europe 2019-2020

4. Organise at least 40 local activities on the
functioning of European institutions.

CIVIC EDUCATION

The Focus Area of Civic Education has the aim
to promote civic education by increasing the
civic competences of young people and by
putting civic education on the political agenda.
Objectives:
1. Facilitate 30 activities in high schools on
Civic Education. 2. Carry out at least 30 activities to promote the Sustainable Development
Goals.
3. Organize at least 20 activities aimed at
developing debating skills.

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

The Focus Area of Youth Development has
the aim to provide young people with opportunities to gain transversal skills and competences that contribute to their personal and
professional development.
Objectives:
1. Raise awareness on dealing with mental
health issues of young people with at least 50
activities in at least 30 locals.
2. Inform the Network about at least 40 job
opportunities and/or career stories by contacting various Alumni and/ or youth organizations; of these career stories and job
opportunities, at least 15 must be job opportunities, which can be offered by the locals
themselves.
3. Have at least 25 locals organize at least 50
career- oriented activities.
4. Maintain and promote an online database
with at least 25 outlines for training activities
on soft skills according to the needs of the
Network
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A New Chapter: Focus Areas 2020 - 2023
The thematic section of Strategic Plan 2020-2023 defines new Focus Areas, i.e. 4 fields of interest on
which we, as AEGEE, focus for three consecutive years, as of 1st August 2020. Among the 9 submitted Focus Area ideas, the participants of Autumn Agora Salerno 2019 have decided on the following
ones:

Climate Emergency
The Focus Area of Climate Emergency aims to help young people for
contributing to the green transition. Through Climate Emergency, AEGEE
educates young people and empowers them to practice active citizenship
in order to contribute to the green transition, understood as the individual
and collective measures that need to be taken to prevent an environmental catastrophe, as the planet faces a climate crisis that is unprecedented
in human history and we urgently need a massive effort to reverse global
warming to protect humanity and the natural world from collapsing.

Mental Health
The Focus Area of Mental Health Focus Area aims to act against mental
health stigmatisation and support mental well-being, raising awareness
and educating on the basics of mental health. The topic of mental health
is closely related to the mission of AEGEE to empower young people to
actively contribute to society and to develop their personality to the fullest.
In order to positively contribute to the self-development of young people,
AEGEE tackles the topic of mental well-being, promotes awareness and
offers support networks and tools through this Focus Area.

Political Activism
The Focus Area of Political Activism aims to educate young people to advocate for democracy and human rights as well as European unity and diversity. AEGEE, with its purpose to empower students and young people in
Europe to take an active role in society, has always been a political organisation and needs to continue being a relevant change-driver in the field of
political activism in Europe. Through this Focus Area, AEGEE aims young
people to have the knowledge and tools to be active members of society
and help youth to defend and strengthen democracy and human rights, as
well as improving European unity and diversity.

Social Equity
The Focus Area of The Focus Area Social Equity aims to make young people
aware of discriminations based on place of origin, gender, sexual orientation, and disabilities, and take action to promote equity from an intersectional perspective. As human rights violations still happen in Europe and all
over the world, and many people still face discrimination and social exclusion on several grounds, AEGEE raises awareness, positions itself and takes
action to tackle discrimination from an intersectional perspective, with the
aim of promoting social equity through this Focus Area.
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Action Agenda 2020 - 2021
To put the thematic focus areas of the Strategic Plan into practice within the Network, each year a
new Action Agenda is developed during the European Planning Meeting (EPM). In this Action Agenda, concrete goals (actions) are given for the aims of the focus areas to be worked within the next
year.

Climate Emergency

Mental Health

The Focus Area of Climate Emergency aims
to help young people for contributing to
the green transition.

The Focus Area of Mental Health aims to
act against mental health stigmatisation
and support mental well-being, raising
awareness and educating on the basics of
mental health.

Actions:
1. AEGEEans discuss and promote the
green transition in an informed and non-violent manner.
2. Young Europeans are educated on sustainable living.
3. AEGEEans collaborate to raise awareness about the green transition.
4. AEGEEans advocate for sustainable travelling, sustainable consumption and circular economy.

Actions:
1. Young Europeans are informed on
prevention and detection tools regarding
Mental Health issues.
2. AEGEEans are trained on how to react to
personal and other people’s Mental Health
issues.
3. AEGEE develops a suitable environment
for mental well-being at AEGEE events.
4. AEGEEans advocate for mental health to
be a part of the curriculum of the education system.

Political Activism

Social Equity

The Focus Area of Political Activism aims
to educate young people to advocate for
democracy and human rights as well as
European unity and diversity.

The Focus Area of Social Equity aims to
make young people aware of discriminations
based on place of origin, gender, sexual
orientation, and disabilities, and take action
to promote equity from an intersectional
perspective.

Actions:
1. Young Europeans are educated on media literacy on local, regional and international political issues.
2. Young Europeans learn about political
processes and advocacy by active participation.
3. AEGEEans advocate for the improvement of European integration.
4. AEGEEans advocate for freedom of expression.

Actions:
1. Young people are educated on the topic of
discrimination based on disability and place
of origin.
2. Young Europeans are aware of the experiences of minorities in their local communities.
3. AEGEEans advocate against discrimination based on gender and sexual orientation
from an intersectional perspective.
4. AEGEEans are able to tackle discrimination
based on gender and sexual orientation.
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Partners and Supporters
COUNCIL OF EUROPE & EUROPEAN YOUTH
FOUNDATION
The Council of Europe advocates freedom of
expression and of the media, freedom of assembly, equality, and the protection of minorities. The
European Youth Foundation (EYF) is a fund established in 1972 by the Council of Europe to provide
financial and educational support for European
youth activities.
ERASMUS+
The EU programme for Education, Training,
Youth and Sport for the period 2014-2020. The
aim of Erasmus+ is to contribute to the Europe
2020 strategy for growth, jobs, social equity and
inclusion, as well as the aims of ET2020, the EU’s
strategic framework for education and training.
EURAIL
Interrail.eu is the online company for European
rail passes. It offers Interrail passes that lets you
travel through 30 European countries by train.
Traveling to the adventurous Balkans, the sunny
south, or the breath-taking nature in Scandinavia; with the convenience of a rail pass a unique
adventure awaits you. Interrail passes are for
European travelers only. Are you from a non-EU
country? Check out Eurail passes at www.eurail
.com
A&O HOTELS AND HOSTELS
a&o is the largest hostel chain in Europe. A new
take on the famed accommodation has created a
perfect environment for both short and long-term
relocations for students and young professionals.
Stay with like-minded people as part of AEGEE’s
membership, with a 10% discount on all our locations, including Europe’s top cities Amsterdam,
Berlin & Venice.
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CURVE
Curve is an all your cards in one digital wallet
where for the first time you can combine all your
cards into one. They provide many benefits from
better budgeting, high rewards and offering 0%
fees on foreign transactions - the perfect tool for
students. This is especially handy for international students and ones studying for a year abroad
where you can now access home bank accounts
abroad and avoid high fees.
EUROSENDER
Eurosender is an European online platform for
ordering door-to- door shipping. It allows users
to ship their packages or luggage in a more convenient and affordable way – up to 70% cheaper.
Eurosender gives an instant and final price for
shipping services and it partners with all the mayor courier companies.
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AEGEE in Platforms
EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM
(YFJ)
The European Youth Forum
is the umbrella platform of
youth organisations in Europe, bringing together 100
youth organisations. It represents the common interests
of millions of young people and advocates
for youth rights in international institutions.
AEGEE-Europe is currently represented in the
Board by Luis Alvarado Martínez and present
in various networks on topics like volunteering, funding, European Youth Strategy, mobility and education.

EUROPEAN
MOVEMENT
INTERNATIONAL (EMI)
The European
Movement is the largest pan-European
network of pro-European organisations. It is
present in 39 countries and encompasses 36
international associations, bringing together
European civil society, business, trade unions, NGOs, political parties, local authorities
and academia. Since its foundation 70 years
ago EMI has advocated in favour of European co-operation and integration, based on
the principles of peace, democracy, liberty,
solidarity, equality, justice, the respect for human rights and the rule of law. AEGEE-Europe
is currently represented in the EMI board by
Florian Hauger. This year, a group of AEGEEans was also present at Sharing Europe, EMI’s
celebration to mark the 70th anniversary of
The Hague Congress where they gathered citizens movements from across Europe, stakeholders representing society at large, political
parties, academia, business, trade unions,
youth organisations, local government, environmental movements. Right before this
event, the first Political Committee meetings
took place, in which several AEGEEans are
active as members until 2020.
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EUROPEAN CIVIC
FORUM (ECF)
The European Civic
Forum is a transnational network
that brings together over 100 associations
and non- governmental organisations across
27 countries in Europe actively working on
issues such as citizenship education, defence
of Human Rights and the advocacy of Democracy. In January, forum launched the Civic
Space Watch: collaborative online tool contributing to better observing the state of civic
space across Europe by gathering together
alerts from civil society, existing analyses and
institutional resources. The beginning of the
year also marked the launch of the MEGA
campaign, calling on all of us to Make Europe
Great for All. This year the representation
of AEGEE-Europe in the Steering Committee
was handed over from Maarten de Groot and
Loes Rutten to Dorothea Harles. With the
European Parliamentary Elections coming up,
AEGEE’s YVote campaign and ECF MEGA campaign will join forces to mobilise as many citizens as possible to make their voices heard.

CIVIL SOCIETY
EUROPE (CSE)
Civil Society Europe consists of various European civil society umbrella
organisations. The aim
of the platform is to facilitate and enable
horizontal and vertical dialogue between the
European civil society and policy makers. In
a context of shrinking civic space in a number of EU countries, the focus of Civil Society
Europe was to push for an overall strategy on
promoting civic spaces and democracy, such
as through the resolution on the ‘European
Values Instrument’ adopted by the European
Parliament in April. The platform also produced a Civic Space Report giving the state of
the art of civic space in Europe based on input from member organisations and beyond.

about AEGEE
LIFELONG LEARNING
PLATFORM (LLL Platform) The Lifelong
Learning Platform
is an umbrella that
gathers more than 40 European organisations active in the field of education, training
and youth, coming from all over Europe and
beyond. Currently these networks represent
more than 50 000 educational institutions
and associations covering all sectors of
formal, non-formal and informal learning. It
aims to voice citizens’ concerns about lifelong
learning. The idea is that no one should be
left out and that bridges are built across sectors to increase access to quality education
for all. This vision is meant to ensure equity
and social cohesion as well as active citizenship. The Lifelong Learning Platform believes
that the objectives of education and training
should not only be described in terms of
employability or economic growth but also as
a framework for personal development. By
bringing together actors from all sectors of
education and training, the Lifelong Learning
Platform creates a space to exchange innovative practices, Europe-wide. The Platform
also strives to set up a strengthened dialogue
between civil society organisations and public
authorities in order to modernise our educational systems as well as to support public
sector innovation. AEGEE is represented in
the Steering Committee by Joanna Pankowska, former Projects Director of AEGEE-Europe.
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON
YOUTH OF THE COUNCIL
OF EUROPE (AC)
The Advisory Council consists
of 30 representatives from
youth NGOs and networks
which give input for all the youth sector
activities of the Council of Europe. It co-manages and co- decides on policies, programme
priorities, and budget allocation. Until the
end of 2017 AEGEE-Europe was represented
by Marko Grdošić as the Chair of the AC.
EASTERN PARTNERSHIP CIVIL
SOCIETY FORUM
The Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum aims to strengthen civil society’s role in the European Neighbourhood Policy.
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INFORMAL FORUM
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS (IFISO)
IFISO is a platform of 28 international student
organisations, covering around 22 million
students around the globe. It aims to support
and improve international student organisations through networking, cooperation, and
sharing knowledge and best practices. It can
be compared to an AEGEE’s network meeting, but between international organisations
instead of AEGEE locals. There are two meetings per year. Last autumn it took place in
Belgrade and was hosted by the International
Forestry Students’ Association. The big topics
of discussions were mainly how to ensure
quality in events, how to manage human
resources, and an analysis of the differences
of the training systems. The Spring meeting
hosted by AEGEE-Europe instead focused on
financial practices, and more pressing matters such as the new General Data Protection
Regulation. Being located in Brussels, for the
first time after many years, several organisations based in Brussels also participated and
gave their input, a very good thing for the
diversity of opinion.
EUROPEAN CITIZEN
ACTION SERVICE
European Citizen Action Service
European Citizen Action
Service is an international umbrella organisation providing services to a network of 150 civil society organisations and citizens on EU citizens’ rights
enforcement and civic participation in the EU
decision-making process.

CITIZENS TAKE
OVER EUROPE
Citizens Take Over
Europe is a group
of civil society organizations, citizens and
residents from across Europe, joined in a
common effort to promote a forward-looking
and citizens-centered European democracy.
The aim of the coalition is to put citizens and
residents at the center of the conversation
about the future of Europe regarding critical
matters.
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Patrons of AEGEE
Eva Maydell
Member of the European Parliament (EPP), Co-Chair of the Youth
Intergroup and Presi- dent of European Movement International Permanent
patron of AEGEE-Europe
Federica Mogherini
High Representative of the Union
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy / Vice-President of the Commission For: European Planning Meeting Yerevan
(2018)
Antonio Tajani
President of the European Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Catania (2017)
Viviane Reding
Former Vice President of the European Commission
For: European Boards’ Meeting
Lublin (2014)

(2013)

Herman Van Rompuy
Former President of the European
Council
For: Spring Agora Rhein Neckar

Martin Schulz
President of the European Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Budapest (2012),
Spring Agora Rhein Neckar (2013) and the Y
Vote 2014 campaign (2013-2014)
Dr. James Skelly
Director Emeritus of the Baker Institute for Peace and Conflict Studies
at Juniata College, Pennsylvania For:
Beyond Europe Flagship Project (2010)
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Brando Benifei
Member of the European Parliament (S&D) and Vice-Chair of the
Youth Intergroup Permanent patron
of AEGEE-Europe
Jo Leinen
Member of European Parliament
(S&D) and Former President of European Movement InternationalFor:
Autumn Agora Catania (2017)
Rainer Wieland
Vice President of the European
Parliament
For: Autumn Agora Catania (2017)
Ban Ki-moon
Secretary General of the United
Nation
For: Autumn Agora Zaragoza (2013)
Androulla Vassiliou
Former Commissioner for Education, Multilingualism, Culture and
YouthFor: European Boards’ Meeting Valletta (2013)
José Manuel Barroso
Former President of the European
Commission
For: Autumn Agora Budapest (2012)
Baroness Catherine Ashton
Baroness Catherine Ashton
Former First Vice President of the
European Commission
For: Eastern Partnership Project (2012)
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MEMBERS OF EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Y VOTE 2019 CAMPAIGN
Ismail Ertug
Dita Charanzová
Maria Arena
Hilde Vautmans
Bas Eickhout
Heidi Hautala
Petri Sarvamaa
Elmar Brok
Dietmar Köster
Petras Auštrevičius
Miroslavs Mitrofanovs
Anneli Jäätteenmäki
Karoline Graswander-hainz
Tokia Saïfi
Bart Staes
Knut Fleckenstein
Laurenţiu Rebega
Benedek Jávor
Laima Liucija Andrikienė
Julia Reda
Luigi Morgano
Marc Tarabella
David Martin
Angelika Niebler
Igor Šoltes
Birgit Collin-Langen
Maria Noichl
Sirpa Pietikäinen

Evelyne Gebhardt
Karima Delli
Alain Lamassoure
Tiemo Wölken
Julie Ward
Tomáš Zdechovský
Birgit Sippel
Ramón Luis Valcárcel Siso
Andreas Schwab
Michaela Šojdrová
Kati Piri
Anna Záborská
Yana Toom
Petra Kammerevert
Iuliu Winkler
José Inácio
Faria Martin
Häusling Ivan
Štefanec
Arndt Kohn
Paul Tang
Jo Leinen
Eva Maydell
Sabine Verheyen
Elly Schlein
Pascal Arimont
Terry Reintke
Brando Benifei
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Honorary members
Honorary Members are individuals who have performed outstanding service to or support for AEGEE-Europe and therefore have been awarded the highest recognition in our association. Nominations are submitted by locals or bodies of AEGEE-Europe and are subject to ratification at the Agora.
Franck Biancheri
1989, AEGEE-Paris
Honorary President of AEGEE-Europe,
Founder of AEGEE, President of AEGEEEurope 1985-1988. Recognised for the creation of
the organisation, for his contribution in launching
important initiatives that influenced European
policy makers and European students, such as the
introduction of the Erasmus Programme.
Georg von der Gablentz
1993, AEGEE-Berlin
President of AEGEE-Europe 1990-1992,
President of the East-West Working
Group, President of AEGEE-Berlin. Recognised for his contribution in increasing the participation of AEGEE antennae in the decision-making process of AEGEE, as well as for his initiatives
to open up AEGEE to students from Central and
Eastern European countries.
Vittorio Dell’Aquila
1993, AEGEE-Milano
Coordinator of the AEGEE Summer
University Project, the largest and
longest- running mobility project of
AEGEE-Europe, from 1990-1995, Vice-President
of AEGEE-Europe 1990- 1991. Recognized for his
dedication to promote, develop, disseminate and
support the Summer University Project and for
his dedication to promote the use and learning of
different languages.
Jeroen Hoogerwerf
1993, AEGEE-Amsterdam
Chairperson of the Agora 1990-1991,
President of AEGEE-Europe 1992-1993,
President of AEGEE-Amsterdam, first Chief Editor
of the News Bulletin 1988-1989.
Michael Merker
1993, AEGEE-Leipzig
Member of the Comité Directeur of
AEGEE- Europe 1990-1992, Vice-President of AEGEE-Europe 1991-1992, Chairperson of
the Agora 1994-1995, founder of AEGEE-Leipzig,
the first AEGEE antenna behind the Iron Curtain in
1990. Recognised for his involvement in AEGEE’s
expansion to the East and the foundation of new
locals beyond the Iron Curtain.
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Zsuzsa Kigyós
1995, AEGEE-Budapest
Founder of AEGEE-Budapest in 1990,
Organiser of the Agora in Budapest in
1991, the first Agora in Central and
Eastern Europe, President of AEGEE-Europe 19931994. Recognised for her involvement in establishing AEGEE in Central and Eastern Europe, as
well as being AEGEE- Europe’s first female president.
Philipp von Klitzing
1996, AEGEE-Aachen
Member of the Comité Directeur
in 1993/1994. Editor-in-Chief of the
OneEurope Magazine 1994-1998, and ongoing
support for the past twenty years of AEGEE’s
technical infrastructure. Recognised for his contribution of introducing the concept of long-term
strategic planning and yearplan projects that
helped AEGEE to streamline and focus its activities, and also for his enormous dedication to the
IT infrastructure of the organisation.
Stefan Recksiegel
1999, AEGEE-Karlsruhe
One of the leading people of AEGEE’s IT
Working Group in the early year’s of the
internet. Administrator of the first AEGEE server,
President of AEGEE-Karlsruhe. Recognised for
innovations and improvements which he brought
forward in the field of IT in AEGEE, and as well for
his contribution in establishing AEGEE on Cyprus.
Markus Schönherr
2001, AEGEE-Passau
Founder and Speaker of the Visa Freedom Fighters (Visa Freedom Working
Group), Financial Director and Network Director
of AEGEE-Europe 1997-1998, first generation
Network Commission member in 1997, Organiser
of Case Study Trip Moldavia in 1997. Recognised
for his commitment to the network development
in Central and Eastern Europe and his activities to
abolish visa restrictions in Europe.
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Michiel Van Hees
2002, AEGEE-Eindhoven
Member of the Coordination Team of
the AEGEE-Europe Yearplan Projects
“Find Your Way” in 1996 and “Europe and Euro”
in 1997, creator of AEGEE.tv in 2002, creator and
organiser of several Media Schools, Liaison Officer
towards the European Cultural Foundation in
1996, President of AEGEE-Eindhoven, Main Organiser of the Presidents Meeting in Eindhoven 1996,
founder and President of AEGEE-Arnhem in 1998.
Recognised for his contribution to AEGEE-Europe
projects and for introducing AEGEE.tv and Media
Schools.
Olivier Genkin
2005, AEGEE-Mainz/Wiesbaden
Project Manager of Yearplan Project of
AEGEE-Europe “EU & Europe” in 20032004, Speaker of the International Politics Working Group 2000-2004, member of the AddressBook Coordination Team, AEGEE20 Project Team
Member 2004-2005. Recognised for his overall
contribution to the organisation, development
and planning of new AEGEE-Europe projects, establishment of new antennae, constant support to
European project teams.
Gunnar Erth
2006, AEGEE-Szeged
Editor-in-Chief of five Keys to Europe,
among them the 20th Anniversary
Book, Organiser of five European Schools, two
PRES and several other European trainings,
Member of the Comité Directeur 1996, Network
Commissioner 1997-1998, Members Commissioner 1999-2000, President of the Human Rights
Working Group 1995- 1996, Board member of the
PRWG, Founding member of the AEGEE Academy, Member of the Coordination Team of the
AEGEE-Europe Yearplan Project “Find Your Way”.
Recognised for his contribution to AEGEE-Europe’s
publications and human resources trainings.
Silvia Baita
2009, AEGEE-Cagliari
President of AEGEE-Europe 2004-2005,
Network Director of AEGEE-Europe
2004, Vice-Chairperson of the Agora 2006, PRWG
board member 2002-2003. Recognised for being
a prime example of female leadership for many
years, being a rare person in the history of AEGEE
who took both the roles of the President of AEGEE
and Chairperson of the Agora.
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Kamala Schütze
2009, AEGEE-Gießen, AEGEE-Termoli
Secretary-General of AEGEE-Europe
2004- 2005, Project Manager and member of the Summer University Coordination Team
2000-2007, Address Book Coordination Team
member 2003-2007. Recognised for her years
of devotion to the Summer University Project of
AEGEE-Europe, and for bringing innovation and
quality to AEGEE’s biggest and most important
project to this day.
Burcu Becermen
2012, AEGEE-Ankara
President of AEGEE-Europe in 2005,
European Institutions Director of AEGEE- Europe 2004-2005, Project Manager of the
“Turkish-Greek Civic Dialogue Project” 2002-2005.
Young European of the Year in 2006, awarded by
the Schwarzkopf Foundation. Recognised for her
contribution to peace- building, people-to-people
contacts and cooperation of young people and organisations in the region by managing the largescale Dialogue Project.
David Stulik
2013, AEGEE-Praha
Vice-President of of AEGEE-Warszawa 1991-1993, one of the first AEGEE
members who got accepted at Central European
University, speaker of the East-West WG – 19931994 Projects Director and Vice-President of
AEGEE-Europe -1995-1996, Coordination Team
of Find your Way project of AEGEE-Europe, Coordinator of the Case Study trip to Ukraine in 1995
– establishment of AEGEE antennae in Ukraine,
first ever Young European of the Year, awarded
by Schwarzkopf Foundation in 1997 (the year this
award was created).
Christophe Leclerq
2014, AEGEE-Köln
He was part of the first group of AEGEEans who shaped this organisation and
after his active time in AEGEE he founded Euractiv, one of the leading online media platforms
for European issues. He has provided valuable
support to our European Boards in Brussels year
after year, with his personal advice and through a
special partnership with Euractiv.
Bernhard Müller
2017, AEGEE-Augsburg
Honorary member of his local, former
AEGEE-Augsburg. In 1996, he was the
founder of the Network Commission, during Autumn Agora Athina 1996. He was also the founder
of the AEGEE-Academy in Spring Agora Barcelona
1999. CD member from Spring Agora Barcelona
1999, responsible for Internal Education.
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All Routes lead to Inclusion, no matter what
Written by Elitsa Hadzhieva
Member of Europe on Track Project
Europe on Track is a project of AEGEE, run
by young volunteers who aim to raise awareness, to create a space for discussion and to
capture the opinions of youth in Europe on
important social issues. The seventh edition
of the project even went deeper into the
importance of those issues and more specifically social inclusion. As inclusion has various
aspects that can be looked into and tackled,
we decided to focus on gender equality and
mental health. Topics that are surrounded
by stigma and stereotypes and quite a lot
of myths, but that motivated us, even more,
to work on the topic and focus this year’s
edition on it. In the past 3 years, AEGEE has
been putting a lot of effort and setting a good
example of highlighting the inconvenient and
unspoken truths about gender issues and
that having mental issues doesn’t make you
crazy.
It has been a year-long process in preparing
every aspect of the project in order to reach
out to young people all over Europe and raise
awareness on the topic of our edition. We
selected 20 AEGEE locals to host our activities
and one local to organise our final conference (AEGEE-Leiden), we drafted routes and
dreamed about train rides, we interviewed
people from all over the world to select the
6 ambassadors to go on the one month
journey around Europe, we prepared workshops on the topic and spent 11 amazing and
intense days in Moscow, Russia preparing for
something that never happened in the end.
Murphy’s law states that “Anything that
can go wrong will go wrong” and it did. On
12 March, The World Health organisation
announced COVID-19 as a global pandemic, which made travelling impossible and
dangerous for everyone’s life. This was the
moment for our train journey to forcibly
leave our plans. However, we are still a voluntary youth-led project and in that sense, the
President of the European Parliament, David
Sassoli, has been quite right in his words that
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“During these challenging times, young people showed their brilliance. All young people
should be proud of themselves.” And we are,
as raising awareness can be also done online
if you believe your cause is right. We kept our
undying love towards train rides and used
our motivation and eagerness to show at
least a glimpse of all of our planning to the
AEGEE network and it was more than we ever
dreamed for. It was a great opportunity to
become one of the greenest editions of the
greenest project of AEGEE and at the same
time focus our work on the AEGEE members.
The 18 locals who organised online stops
with us also showed how the non-travelling
issues will not stop them from gaining new
knowledge on topics they find important
and organise online events to interact with
their international friends even though a
microphone and a camera. “Europe on Track”
proved as a project that talking about gender
equality and mental health has been vital in
times like these. Both topics have been put to
great challenges from disrespecting human
rights in some countries, testing the mental
health of millions of people around the world
who have been staying in their homes to people who have been locked down with their
abusive partners with no escape.
Nevertheless, we are quite hopeful for the
new upcoming edition and we are sure the
new team will try their best in making Europe
on Track 8 a very special and extraordinary
edition.
For the seventh edition, Europe on Track was
supported once again by Interrail. And this
year the project was funded by the European
Youth Foundation of the Council of Europe
thanks to the Annual Work plan of AEGEE-Europe - HerMainY.

During these challenging
times, young people
show their brilliance.
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HerMainY - Project on Gender Mainstreaming
Written by Eleonora Ceschin
Member of AEGEE-Udine and HerMainY Project Coordinator
AEGEE-Europe has in the last 3 years dedicated a part of its activities and advocacy work
to meet the need for more gender equality
inside the organisation and in society at
large. Some examples include the activities
and work of the Equal Rights Working Group,
the Safe Person initiative, the SMASH project
and especially the GENDERS project (have a
look at gendersproject.eu for more information).
Therefore, HerMainY is to be considered only
a piece of the wider picture: The commitment
of AEGEE-Europe towards gender equality.
HerMainY is a project funded by the European Youth Foundation of the Council of
Europe, that has the aim of disseminating
knowledge and good practices on gender
mainstreaming. The project consists of five
phases, including 1) training trainers to act
as multipliers on the topic and creating a
trainer’s toolbox for gender mainstreaming
2) Europe on Track ambassadors travelling through Europe to raise awareness on
gender equality and basics of gender mainstreaming, 3) delivering trainings to locals
and advising them on compiling a gender
mainstreaming action plan and also organising some Summer Universities based on the
principles of gender mainstreaming, 4) having an evaluation event to reflect and compile
the best practices handbook, 5) disseminating both of the handbooks via final conference and webinars to partner organisations.

The path towards a gender-friendly organisation
gender expression and orientation, biological
sex and attraction are all a spectrum, but by
learning about all aspects it gave me knowledge. By using easily graspable examples and
explanations people are easily made aware
of what it all means and people are open to
discuss it.”
Once the Training for Trainers was over,
participants were ready to organise their own
training events for AEGEE Locals; unfortunately, COVID-19 pushed for the change of
the format, therefore the training was adapted to be held online.

The first phase of the project, the Training for
Trainers, was hosted by AEGEE-Moskva from
the 2nd to the 9th March 2020. Nine trainers,
selected among AEGEE members and six ambassadors of Europe on Track learned about
gender mainstreaming and its many applications. Additionally, they learned how to both
implement the principles of gender mainstreaming in their own training methodology
and deliver sessions about the topic. “The
training in Moskva really opened my eyes.
In the past I never really stood still with how
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HerMainY is to be considered only a piece of the
wider picture: The commitment of AEGEE-Europe
towards gender equality.
In mid-April, Summer University, one of the
biggest and oldest projects of AEGEE, had to
be cancelled due to travel restrictions. Fortunately, thanks to the creation of an online
catalogue of activities, HerMainY workshops
could be submitted to the newly created
online platform, working as an alternative to
Summer Universities. This way any AEGEE
local interested in learning about gender
mainstreaming can request to have training
and consultation on the topic.
The Trainers’ Toolbox has also been finalised.
The Toolbox is a collection of workshops and
sessions held by the trainers Viola Bianchetti
and Alejandra Piot Perez-Abadin in Moscow,
as well as original sessions created during
the event by participants themselves. With
its 14 workshops, the Training Toolbox on
gender mainstreaming represents an original
and simple resource for trainers with basic
knowledge of gender. It is now available for
use inside AEGEE and will soon be published
to be used by the wide range of youth NGOs
that operate in Europe.
It is still planned to carry out all the remaining activities of the project online or towards
the end of the year. We hope Europe and the
youth sector will emerge closer, stronger and
more equal for all!
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The Summer University Project
doesn’t take breaks
Written by Hanna Alajõe, Francesca Bianchi,
Daniel Sedlák, Wouter Boerjan and Antonio Castiello Marleen Talve
Members of Summer University Coordination Team 2019-2020
You join SUCT because you really believe
in the power of this project. Because every
week, since you joined the team, you already
can see thousands of youngsters travelling
around Europe, starting new friendships,
discovering new cultures and new aspects of
themselves.You pass through all the process:
dates, submissions, titles, topics, fees, graphics, meetings...
At the beginning of March, the Coronavirus
was already scattered among the majority of
our network. Some countries started to close
their borders and to implement important
restrictions.
It wasn’t easy to guess that a mobility project, such as the Summer University, could
keep going on its natural path. It was a totally
extraordinary situation to deal with for our
project and our association.
When different governments were taking
different measures, in our vision of borderless Europe, the issue was to find a common
solution for the whole network.
Time was needed for the right decision: application period postponed, promotion and
organisation freezed.
We knew that the Summer University doesn’t

mean just SUCT, it’s a result of the synergy
of the whole network. This is why the weeks
before the final decision were not a private
discussion between us but rather a dialogue
with the whole network during which we
gathered feedback and as many opinions as
possible. Local organisers, Comité directeur,
members from the whole network of AEGEE
contributed to the decision process.

“The coordination of a
mobility project is never
easy. Imagine when there
is a pandemic going on”
The impact of this pandemic is dramatic and
for sure our final decision was not the saddest thing that happened during this period.
However, the cancellation of all the work
done for months can do nothing else than
kill your mood. After 31 years the Summer
University Project had to take a break from
its natural course. The image of thousands of
youngsters travelling around Europe disappeared from our minds.
Boundaries can put you down or be an
opportunity to turn on your imagination.
The spirit of the SU project, its multiculturalism and passion for discovering new things,
couldn’t take a break. The impossibility to
follow its natural path means the necessity to
find alternative ways.It means the necessity
to make the most of the modern tools and
technology and to find improvements for
future editions.
This year may not be only a sad moment of
our history, but also an opportunity to reinvent and to better ourselves. More than ever,
it’s time to roll up our sleeves.
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The Eastern Partnership Project+
of AEGEE-Europe at a glance
Written by Shakira Rompf
Project Manager of the Eastern Partnership Project+
What is EaP+?

If you also heard that question before or
even asked that yourself we’re herby glad to
give a short overview about the project:
Founded in 2011 and based on the Eastern
Partnership Programme of the European
Union, our main goal is to foster mutual understanding between different cultures and
building closer ties between the EU and the
EaP+ countries.
In the past 9 years, the EaP+ of AEGEE-Europe
was a key factor in a lot of policy proposals
regarding the relations between the EU and
the EaP+ countries.
As it is part of AEGEEs vision and mission to
strengthen the ties between different cultures and to build up a forum for discussion
for all members, it was obvious that AEGEE
should also focus on the European Neighborhood Policy.
Wait, why is it EaP”+”?
The answer to this question is simple as easy:
The Eastern Partnership Programme of the
European Union includes Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine,
whereas the Eastern Partnership Project+ of
AEGEE-Europe additionally includes Russia.
What exactly are we working on?
One of the key points of the project is to raise
awareness of different ongoings within the
EaP+ countries. We perceived a huge lack
of knowledge and awareness about those
countries among central/western European
states. That might rely on the fact that those
countries -at first sight- don’t belong to the
main economic partners of the EU countries
or the fact that none of the countries might
appear in people’s mind when it comes to the
question, where to spend their next family
holidays. We, as the project’s members, see
ourselves as distributors and awareness
raisers in any kind of EaP+ topics. Mostly we
fulfill our vision by using our social media
channels but also by spreading neutral information among AEGEEans.
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Beside that, we see it as our task and obligation to help the EaP+ locals and to bring
together different cultures to eliminate historical quarrels and prejudices.
The Eastern Partnership Project+ is not limited to one topic and can not be stored in one
single box. The team works on different kind
of things among their specific interests:
Social Inclusion
A big topic with an outstanding importance is
social inclusion with all its facets.
Not only seen as gender equality it is a heated point of discussion with various points of
view and stages of development among the
EaP+ countries. In Armenia the topic of gender inclusivity improved a lot since the Velvet
Revolution in 2017 whereas in Russia being
Homosexual is is still a huge problem.
But not only the LGBT+ side of the topic is
interesting for us but also the point of social
exclusion due to physical disadvantages.
As we find this topic pretty important, we
applied in the beginning of this year for
the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum
regranting scheme together with Armenian
Progressive Youth and a lot of other partner
organisations to work closer on the topic of
social inclusion. We launched a project called
“InclusiON NOW! Development of Inclusive
Youth Work in the EaP countries” that aims
to offer an opportunity for a professional
development to a group of youth professionals in the Eastern Partnership countries who
work in the area of youth inclusion as well as
providing young people with the advocacy
goals of the Working Group 4 of the Eastern
Partnership Civil Society Forum to advocate
for more youth inclusion both on the local
level and on European level. This project will
offer several training opportunities for youth
workers in the field of inclusion and also includes a study trip to one of the most famous
schools in Sweden. In the end we will provide all our relevant external partners with
a booklet that concludes our outcomes and
our policy recommendations.

Projects

All interested members of the AEGEE network
with a specific knowledge in this topic have
the opportunity to participate in the project!
Economy
Beside that, we expect it to be crucial to
focus also on economy related topics. At
the moment this field is rarely represented
in AEGEE and lacks interest. As a students
organisation it is highly understandable that
our members do not see that topic as first
priority. Nevertheless we can’t talk about
bridging Europe and understanding different
cultures while ignoring the economic side on
the other hand. It is not only important to see
how the EaP+ states are connected to the EU
and what has been achieved and improved
since the launch of the Eastern Partnership
Programme of the European Union but also
how the EU profits from it, as it is not only a
Programme to provide the EaP states with
money and support!
We try to raise awareness and to create a
basic knowledge about economical facts,
starting by EU-EaP+ relations on an economic
basis or highlighting for example the question of corruption in the EaP+ countries.
Minorities
For example, we worked on a lot of things
that were done in the field of minorities, especially in Russia. We created a lot of workshop materials and interactive maps where
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people can inform themselves about the different cultures within one country. We developed an interactive map including all minorities in Russia and general facts about them.
Furthermore there are also a lot of workshop
materials created where people can learn
more about this topic from a geographical as
well as a historical point of view.
How to get in touch with us?
If you are interested in the Eastern Partnership Project+ of AEGEE-Europe and our work,
feel free to check our social networks or
approach us via email.

EASTERN PARTNERSHIP+
project of AEGEE-Europe
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new breath for a colourful map of Languages
Written by Iñigo Sesar
Member of AEGEE-Bilbao
AEGEE has fostered intercultural learning
and language diversity since the beginning.
But it was in 2001 when a group of AEGEEans
started working on a European project about
languages, which was targeted at the whole
Network. In that year, AEGEE-Europe received
a special grant from the European Commission for a project aimed at “motivating young
Europeans to learn different languages and
promoting the rich linguistic and cultural heritage of Europe.”
That project was the European Day of Languages (EDL) and it is the second oldest
ongoing project of AEGEE. The goals of this
project became so important for AEGEEans,
that the Language Working Group (LWG) was
created in 2012 and many other language-related projects were initiated. In 2015, the
thematic focus of AEGEE shifted to other topics, so those who had been active in the LWG
created the Language Interest Group (LIG).
Although LIG had many active members
who started a wide range of initiatives at the
beginning, the number of active members
dropped gradually and the group almost died
last year. When CD member Álvaro Gonzalez saw that LIG was practically inactive in
September 2019, he took the challenge to
reactivate it, because otherwise AEGEE would
have lost an important part of its thematic
backbone. He first created and promoted
an open call for the EDL coordination team
and, 3 months later, he did the same for the
LIG moderating team. In addition, he stimulated LIG members when he saw a significant interest in language learning during the
quarantine and he redirected this interest
to a project group that he had created years
before during his term as LIG moderator.
With some help from former LIG moderators,
Jessica and myself, and the support of the
Human Resources Committee. Álvaro’s strategy turned out to be very successful. In fact,
15 new members joined LIG since the beginning of this year and 4 of them even joined
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the LIG moderating team.
The LIG moderating team is like the board
of an antenna: it manages all the communication channels of LIG, it moderates discussions, it starts and coordinates LIG initiatives,
it communicates with the CD, it represents
LIG at the Agora, it selects LIG trainers, it approves proposals for cooperation with other
European Bodies, etc. I talked with two of
the new members who joined the LIG moderating team this year and they shared their
experiences.

“Learning a new language
enables you to get closer
to people and to enter a
new world.”
Marija Puđak, AEGEE-Zagreb
Language learning is one of my greatest
passions and I always wanted to deliver a
workshop about languages. Learning a new
language enables you to get closer to people
and to enter a new world. It also helps you
open your mind and look at things from a
different perspective.
I was lucky to discover LIG exactly when I was
looking to become more active in AEGEE.
So far, I can say that LIG enriched my life
and keeps doing so with each interaction I
make with its wonderful members. In fact, it
makes me feel fulfilled and happy, and I have
learned how beautiful it can be to work in a
virtual team, when the members are willing
to work for a common goal.
LIG members are driven and motivated AEGEEans with a spur to action. They are thrust
by a need for change and they want to have
an impact on society by spreading language
love. LIG has huge potential and its members
are willing to put a lot of energy to shift Europe closer to LIG’s view.

Colours of AEGEE

Baris Baskilic, AEGEE-Amsterdam
I believe that being a polyglot is a great
opportunity in life. It gives you the chance to
communicate with more people from other
countries, understand other cultures and
cope with difficulties in international relations. In addition, it is important to strive for
a linguistically diverse Europe, in order to
preserve our diverse cultural heritage.
I joined AEGEE in 2014 and I have done a
lot of work for our association. When I saw
the open call for the LIG moderating team,
I thought that it was a nice opportunity
to share my experience and inspire other
people to become more multilingual. I am
delighted with the work of the team so far,
there is a wonderful atmosphere for cooperation and I have learned a lot.
LIG members have efficient communication and a linear perspective. In addition,
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“A different language is a
different vision of life.”
they are empathetic, considerate, eager and
ambitious. They are able to carry out amazing projects and I would like to highlight the
AEGEEans Learning Languages project, which
consists of weekly online language exchange
sessions in small groups.
All in all, being part of the LIG moderating
team can be a beautiful challenge, but also
an enjoyable experience, which offers a
unique opportunity to cooperate in an international team by promoting multilingualism
and AEGEE’s values.
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Inclusiveness
Written by Milena Demina
Project manager of the conference Include Yourself
What is your first thought when you hear the
word “inclusiveness”? You have likely heard it
many times by now. But can you explain the
exact meaning of the term? Organisers of the
conference “Include yourself” have asked
passers-by on the streets of Moscow the
same question. To their surprise, only 1 respondent out of 10 was close to the truth in
their answer.
Feeling an urgent need to shed a light on
such important social issues as “inclusiveness” and “mental health”, on the 7th of
March, AEGEE-Moskva decided to hold a
conference with the support of the European
project “Europe on Track” and the “HerMainY”
project .
“Often, when implementing inclusive events,
no one thinks about the image of people with
disabilities. How will they look in the eyes of
society? Will they feel comfortable and safe in
the city? Will they have “healthy” friends and
girlfriends, being able to instill the necessary
life skills? The “Include Yourself” conference is
able to identify groundbreaking solutions to
these issues, as well as to set the conditions
for the full interaction of citizens with those
who have disabilities”, said one of the conference consultants as a writer and publicist, an
expert from the co-society Living Cities and
the founder of the concept of linear social
space, Nazim Chebotarev.
“Have you ever slumbered through a boring
lecture at the university or gaped during the
speech of a professor? This is what we definitely persisted to avoid at our event. Lively
and vibrant format was the main concern of
the organisers”, said project manager, Milena
Demina. Apart from diverse lectures starting
from practical tools of keeping mental health
and ending with inclusion in museums, the
guests enjoyed a series of workshops. No
matter if you want to become an expert in
epistemology and non-violent communication, sign language or take part in a psycho-
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logical training – all this was found at the
conference.
But probably the most motivating and emotional part of the event consisted of
inspirational performances of people closely
associated with an inclusive topic. For
example, imagine that you are driving along a
highway and suddenly a truck is blinding
you. How would you behave in this situation?
Most likely, one would give up panicking and
sharply press the brakes. But Boris Vishnyakov, the project manager of “Blind Races”,
shows that there is no limit to human capabilities. For already 7 years he has been
conducting educational activities designed to
show that even beyond the bounds of
blindness, life can be vibrant and successful.
Natalia Malko, the author of the project
“Inclusive Clothing for Children”, shared her
personal experiences with the audience as
well: “Imagine that your hands are very tense
and bent at the elbows: without unclenching
your hands, you need to put on your favorite
shirt and fasten a lot of buttons. Or your legs
are strained so that they do not bend at the
knees, and you need to wear jeans. Easy? I
don’t think so.” Obviously, inclusiveness and
equality are related concepts.
In this regard, ambassadors of Europe on
Track held a workshop on gender inequality.
“Gender equality is more relevant than ever.
In this lesson, we strived to combine the
theme of gender equality and mental health.
Statistics show that women suffer from
mental disorders almost twice as often as
men. This may be due to a large number of
factors. However, one reason is the disparity
in living standards and opportunities between the sexes. Therefore, the main goal of
this lesson was to explain how inequality between the sexes negatively affects the mental
health of the oppressed gender”.
It goes without saying that the biggest chal-
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lenge was to organise a conference in such a
short time. “We put together a team in
mid-January and by the beginning of March
everything had to be ready. At the same time,
we also organised the HerMainY training
and we were only seven people. We worked
every day, sometimes 10-14 hours a day but
in the end, we were glad and proud that we
organised something socially significant.”
commented Elena Efremova, PR manager of
the conference.

“Nothing compares with
those emotions
when you see the happy
and enthusiastic
faces of the audience. We
are all inhabitants
of one planet and the diagnosis should not
affect the perception of a
person in society.”
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team from different generations of members,
critically tight deadlines and topics that have
been never touched by Moscow before - all
this made the event truly out of line! I am
really proud of our team, which managed to
organise from scratch a new format for us in
a short time. It was very intense and incredibly fun”.
In addition to the new organisational experience, we also feel our social contribution. We
are pleased that we have contributed to the
coverage of the topic of inclusiveness among
young people - from understanding the term
to real examples of an inclusive approach in
various fields. And what an amazing impression made a meeting with people whose
experience cannot leave one indifferent. During the preparation, we clearly realised that
this topic requires attention and coverage - it
is important for society as a whole and for
everyone personally.

“Nothing compares with those emotions
when you see the happy and enthusiastic
faces of the audience. We are all inhabitants
of one planet and the diagnosis should not
affect the perception of a person in society. For us, the best reward and motivation
is to know that our event really was able to
change the worldview of participants towards
people with disabilities to the better, as we
are deeply convinced that awareness of the
problem leads to its solution” said Milena
Demina, project manager of the conference.
The main organiser of Include Yourself and
Europe on Track itself in Moscow, Olga Zemlyakova expresses her emotions: “IY conference is an unique event! A new format, a
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Starting point: AEGEE - Your footprints
beyond the organisation
Written by Timon Turban
Member of AEGEE-Aachen
As young people we dedicate a lot of time
and effort in AEGEE to accomplish our common goals. We aim at realising certain values
and to spread the idea of a common Europe
- beyond borders and limits. For one of us
organising an event is ideal, for another one
leading a project is and again for another
person it is facilitating a training session. All
of us - whether consciously or not - leave our
footprints behind. But how can we manifest
the development and continue to leave our
footprints even beyond AEGEE and connect it
to the societies we live in?
We spoke with Viola Bianchetti and Spyros
Papadatos about their experiences and
paths.
Viola started her AEGEE career in Bologna
after completing one year of European
Voluntary Service. She joined the European
level of AEGEE first with the Your Vision for
Europe project, aiming at facilitating discussion among young people on topics of
European relevance and at bringing their
voices to policymakers.This motivated her
for more and she became the coordinator
of the Equal Rights Working Group, where
she got in touch with social inclusion, gender
equality and LGBTI+ rights. It would lead her
to find a new passion to stand up for. Joining
the Comité Directeur for one year in Brussels
she campaigned for the European Parliament
elections and was involved in projects related
to gender equality and social inclusion. Still
active in AEGEE as the Policy Officer on Equal
Rights she is now working as project manager
of Debating Europe, a project of European
policy at a think tank (Friends of Europe),
which aims at creating a bridge between
citizens and policymakers by gathering the
questions and opinions of young Europeans
and forwarding them to the decision makers
and experts. To bring her passion for gender
equality and LGBTI+ rights into her professional life, she is also working on a side project on sexuality education for young people.
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AEGEE gave her an insight in living and working in an international environment, interacting with people of different personalities and
working styles. Other skills such as project
management and knowledge of European
affairs brought her important assets in her
current professional life.
Civic engagement is defined by her, as the usage of one’s position in society to uplift those
who have less opportunities, listening to the
experiences of other people, questioning
oneself, acknowledging one’s privilege and
deconstructing one’s way of thinking. This
process of lifelong learning is essential and a
certain responsibility for each of us.
For Spyros, born on the island Corfu, the
AEGEE career started in Ioannina, a major
student city in the north of Greece. Living
there, a friend of his opened the world of volunteering and AEGEE up for him. It was what
he was looking for: a way to invest the free
time in contributing to the local community
and having a social impact. Joining a Summer
University and going to the general assembly
of AEGEE-Europe in spring 2016 in Bergamo
(‘the Agora of the 1000!’) he decided to take
a step towards Europe - he ran as a candidate for the Network Commission with little
European level knowledge, but with a strong
motivation. After 2 years in NetCom, he became a Liaison Officer, joined the Europe On
Track 5 project team, held the presidency of
AEGEE-Europe 2018-2019 and job-shadowed
the Chair Team of Agora Salerno.
Currently he is still living in Brussels, where
he is active as a member of the Advisory
Council on Youth of the Council of Europe.
This non-governmental partner of the Council of Europe in the field of youth is an essential part of the co-management structure
of the Council of Europe and is composed
of 30 youth experts who are co-establishing the standards and work priorities of
the Council of Europe’s youth sector and
make recommendations for future prior-
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ities, programmes and budgets. Together
with government representatives of the CoE
member states, decisions about cases such
as recommendations for the CoE Committee
of Ministers are taken on the basis of consensus: if one disagrees, there is no decision and
no recommendation for the CoE Committee
of Ministers. This requires a sensitive procedure including long negotiations, careful
choice of language when writing the text of a
policy document and a lot of advocacy. It is a
unique system where young people are given
a seat at the table to make our voice heard
and to co-decide on topics affecting us directly or indirectly. On behalf of AEGEE-Europe,
Spyros is co-leading the portfolio on mainstreaming disability issues and as a Bureau
member for Priority Focus Groups he is supporting and coordinating a group of 10 youth
experts around the priority of ‘’Inclusive and
Peaceful Societies’’.
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such as public speaking, project management
or policy and advocacy.
Civic engagement is for him about empowering citizens, especially young people, to
become active within their local, regional,
national and international societies and to
enable them to become the change they
wish to see in the world. More inclusive and
just societies can be built in this way and the
ownership the citizens feel can be ensured.
Especially since we are the generation that is
constantly affected by a crisis (the economic
crisis & unemployment, the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change), there is a huge
need for policy-makers and decision-makers
to give us a seat at the table and hear our
voices.
AEGEE is still the platform for societal change.
And it is a perfect hub to start from.

Through AEGEE Spyros discovered topics
such as European identity, active citizenship
and youth participation for himself. He had
the chance to initiate change from a grassroots level, to develop skills and knowledge
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The path into Summer University Project
Written by Laura García
Member of AEGEE-A Coruña
Almost everyone passes the same path of
feelings when you discover AEGEE and you
discover a Summer University.
It’s a typical day at your university. You’re
bored of studying in the library and you go
to take a walk; outside, along the corridors…
and suddenly you see in the announcements
wall, a very colorful poster. On that poster,
you can see people having fun, laughing and
hugging and it’s written: Do you want to have
the SUmmer of your life? 2 weeks, 30 friends,
14EUR/night…This sounds so interesting. “Of
course I’m in”
And this is what people usually felt during
their first Summer University: Being with people of so different cultures and, despite that,
tolerance, acceptance and friendship, are
able to break all those differences and generate an unique feeling, a feeling of union, a
feeling that lasts forever.

“This is the path all members experienced: Joining
the project, getting active
on more levels and falling
in love with AEGEE in all
its facets.”
A Summer University, is one of the events
with the greatest potential to make the association known, recruit and motivate new
members. It is an unique experience that
everyone should pass through. This project
is an opportunity to get out of your comfort
zone, learn to handle yourself, organise your
trip, learn to talk almost 24 hours a day in
English, meet people so different and feel
really accepted among them. An opportunity
to get to know different cultures than your
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own and to break all kinds of barriers and
prejudices, that you could have had before.
During a Summer University you have the
chance to get to know more about the association and in which things you can get
involved (for example thematic groups, Committees, Commissions and other teams). The
Summer University Coordination Team are
the people taking care of the entire project.
During our general assembly, you see those
people running for these positions with all
the love and motivation for this project and
you think “Of course I want to be part of
them, someday”. Most people start becoming an assistant of SUCT, to help in some of
their tasks. Getting involved in the project,
is not just being SUCT, you can also be part
of the organising team for your local. Being
organiser of a Summer University is also a
beautiful experience. Just to see a smile and
a “thank you for this unique experience” from
your participants it makes you feel incredible.
You can actually transfer the passion for this
association and for this project to other people that, afterwards, would get involved also
at different levels. Being SUCT is really hard,
but really fulfilling, you have in your hands
all the project and its well-being, you need to
make it work completely. You learn how to
deal with deadlines, how to deal with different people, and you develop a lot of skills to
solve problems. But, most importantly, you
see how the network is committed with the
project and the awesome ideas they have for
their events: Thematic Summer Universities,
amazing excursions, a lot of culture to share
and many more.
After being SUCT, it seems that is not enough
and most of the people became assistants
again, because there is no better feeling than
helping this project work. This is the path all
members experienced: Joining the project,
getting active on more levels and falling in
love with AEGEE in all its facets.
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Sustainable Summer Universities
Written by Maartje Zaal
Member of AEGEE-Eindhoven, Sustainability Committee
This year, the topic of sustainability gained
more momentum than ever! At Autumn
Agora Salerno, the Sustainability Manifesto
and the new Strategic Plan were signed. The
Strategic Plan includes new organisational
improvements related to sustainability and
the new Focus Area on Climate Emergency.
This agora also gave birth to the Sustainability Committee. Before that, the summer of
2019 was already full of sustainability, thanks
to the Summer Universities!
Preparation by the Society and Environment
Interest Group (SEIG) The SEIG team worked
hard to prepare a set of workshops on topics
ranging from Introduction to Sustainability,
Circular Economy and to Change-Making,
Minimalism and Sustainable Cities and made
them available for all. As a result of SEIG’s
preparation, as well as that of others, there
were in fact seven Summer Universities on
Sustainability! For example, AEGEE Kraków &
Wrocław cooperated with the Civic Education
Working Group to train Earth’s Superheroes!
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SEIG’s trainers were Maartje Zaal and Diederik de Wit. Diederik gave a workshop on
Circular Economy, next to a beautiful lake in
Estonia, during the legendary Summer University of Tarthoven. After that, he travelled
to Slovenia as a trainer of the “SLOw Summer
Humor” SU, organised by AEGEE-Ljubljana &
AEGEE-Maribor. In this stunningly beautiful
and green country, the topic of sustainability
fitted perfectly and inspired the participants.
The sessions ranged from introduction to
Sustainability, to the Fashion Industry, to
Changemakers in Society. Besides the more
serious sessions there was also time for
more leisurely activities, such as a sustainability pub quiz and theatrical performances on a chosen sustainability related topic
Smells Like Green Spirit Vol.2
Maartje went to Croatia to be a trainer at
“Smells Like Green Spirit vol. 2”, which was
a huge success. The organisation was great
and sustainability was also integrated in other parts of the Summer University, besides
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the sessions. For example, the participants
went to a permaculture estate, did a beach
cleaning and separated their waste. The
workshops took place on the top of a mountain, in several parks and even one on a little
island that they arrived at swimming.
The participants started off with a sustainability bingo. Then they learned “A Systems
Perspective”. They dived into the notion that
everything in our world is interrelated and
we are all connected to our surroundings.
We need clean air, water and fertile soil. The
way we live and act right now, pollutes that
air, water and soil. As it is hard to change our
behaviour from one day or the other, they
learned that it is a process that takes time

“A positive approach here
is important.You want to
give people alternatives
and possibilities.”
and in which people need to take up different
roles. A positive approach here is important.
You want to give people alternatives and
possibilities, which is empowering, instead of
blaming people, which is disabling.
That sustainability can be very fun, was proven with the SU Ranking, where Smells Like
Green Spirit Vol. 2 became second! On top
of that, two of the participants of this Summer University joined the new Sustainability
Committee.

“The kick start of a year
where AEGEE uniquely
makes steps to a more
sustainable future”
65
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Colourful
Written by Maike Schulte
Member of AEGEE-Bamberg
We chose our annual theme because colours are important to us. They describe the diversity in and
out of our organisation, they are representative of our open-minded attitude and they accompany
every event, local and member in different ways. We asked these members which colour they associate with AEGEE and why.
When I think about the colours of AEGEE the main ones that
pop up in my mind are three: red, blue and green. Red has
a romantic background, all the major events that my locals
hosted, from Summer University to Agora Catania 2017, had
a red shirt for the Organisers. It naturally matches with love
and I love my local! Blue, as in AEGEE a lot of logos are in blue.
Sometimes when I have to explain to my friends what kind of
blue I want I just say AEGEE blue and everybody automatically knows what I am talking about - this strong blue-identity is
absolutely AMAZING! Green, besides its ideological meanings
green means hope and freedom. Hope for a better EU and free
to be the person you want to be. Two things I have found in
AEGEE.
Gabriele Nicotra, AEGEE-Catania

If AEGEE is a colour, it would be yellow. Yellow is the colour of
the sun and the sun itself is energy – the engine that keeps the
earth a living organism. AEGEE is the sun for me. It gives energy to young people to feel life and have the time of their life.
Salome Kusiani, AEGEE-Tbilisi

Dark blue is my favourite colour and above all it stands for
self-development and that’s what AEGEE is about for me. The
association gave me the space to try myself out, to learn new
skills and to get to know different cultures. All this made me
the person I am today and it would not have been possible
without AEGEE.
Matthias Felder, AEGEE-Bamberg
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The colour I associate most with AEGEE is baby blue, exactly
because it’s the colour of the sky. No matter how far we can be
from one another, we still have two things in common: The sky
above our heads and AEGEE. This invisible connection with one
another is always there.
Rita Semchenko, AEGEE-Moskva

Green. It is the first colour that comes to my mind. It is connected with two experiences I have made in AEGEE: The first
meeting outside of my local was with Europe on Track and its
project colour is green. The meeting had a great influence on
me and my time in the organisation. Besides that, green represents the discourse about sustainability. A very important
thematic we have already developed inside of the association
and we will hopefully develop even more during the following
years. All of us should have the awareness of sustainability for
creating a better future.
Marco Melatti, AEGEE-Torino

My favorite colour is red, AEGEE red, one of the primary colours that we use. For me it is a colour of activism, courage
and willpower, but at the same time of passion and love. It
can widely be used ranging from warm to resolute messages.
Luckily in AEGEE we can show all those meanings with our
engagement.
Wouter Boerjan, AEGEE-Eindhoven

Grey and purple: My AEGEE hoodie is grey - which our current
President convinced me to buy, a pretty good investment! And
I connect the colour grey with AEGEE because it is neutral and
shows AEGEEs neutrality on every side, while always being
there for support in its “partisan” ways. Here comes the purple shade - purple stays for empathy, future, inspiration and
shows our “borderless” side.
Teodora Panus, AEGEE-Chisinau
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AEGEE and the Pandemic Response
Written by Calvin Breakwell
Member of AEGEE-Sheffield
As the pandemic spread throughout Europe
it was clear to see that it would affect AEGEE
in an unprecedented way. First it came to
Italy, then Spain and engulfed the rest of the
continent. As the virus spread so did the cancellation of AEGEE Events, starting with the
MINT Conference in Tartu and ending with
the cancellation of AEGEE’s biggest project
“Summer Universities”. As more and more
events were being cancelled, even though
morale in AEGEE started to waver some
wonderful AEGEEans came together and created an “AEGEEans in Quarantine” Facebook
group. This saved the morale of AEGEE and
personally was one of the most endearing
things I’ve seen in AEGEE, the way members
came together to combat the feeling of anxiety and loneliness caused by the quarantines
put in place by local governments. With this
Facebook group came invites to play scribbl
(an online drawing/guessing game), online
cooking classes by different locals, online
gaming sessions and the start of the weekly
AEGEE Pub Quiz. Apart from these social sessions, one can read about what happened to
the AEGEE Projects and other events in this
Key to Europe. There were also language tandems organised by Language Interest Group,
film nights by Cultural Interest Group and
webinars and workshops by other thematic
bodies. There was also controversy from a
meme that was posted but led to a fruitful
workshop and discussion by Gender Equality
Interest Group, which really showed how we
can take something problematic and discuss
it and learn more about a topic that isn’t in
the mainstream.
As one of the main focal points of these quarantine activities was the weekly Pub Quiz, the
quiz started quite early on and ran until the
beginning of May, it was open to all AEGEE
members and it had a total of about 100
unique participants over the course of eight
weeks.
The response of having all our events
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cancelled and the transition to making
everything online was really well done and
showed that it’s possible to continue this in
the future as the pandemic seems to drag
on and on, all bodies in AEGEE are adapting
really well to the crisis and it shows that we
as people are very willing and able to adapt
to changing circumstances.

Team Name

Score

1) Vote of Confidence

367

2) Team Laundry@18ButIamIn

360

3) Sunflowers

332

4) Malakas
5) Quentin Quarantino

319.9
279

Communication is Key (to Europe)
Written by Teresa Puchinger
Member of AEGEE-Lyon and Liaison Officer towards UN Women
Our organisation, Europe and the whole
world relies on communication. This year,
a big part of our communication had to be
transferred to the digital space and as a
consequence, shorter, more informal pieces
of communication like small talks, as well as
face-to-face communication have become
scarcer in the political cosmos. A big advantage of online communication is that the
access is easier and safer. Communication
via the internet provides an opportunity for
poorer participants or people who could not
travel to a specific country for political reasons to make their voices heard. However,
establishing or maintaining contact is way
more difficult online.
We, as Liaison Officers, notice this in our
work as well. After all, our main task is to
establish and maintain communication between AEGEE and another organisation who
is relevant to AEGEE, whilst at the same time
providing expertise about AEGEE and search
for opportunities for the two aggregates to
co-operate and exchange best practices. This
includes cultivating external relations and
representing AEGEE and its interests towards
the respective other organisation.
However, it does not need six months of
online communication to notice that the
outcomes cannot be compared to real-life
attendance of an event. For instance, more
informal communication opportunities with
speakers during real-life conferences, stakeholder hearings, workshops and the like are
manifold: During coffee breaks, on the way
to the facility or after a presentation or panel.
Events that are held online are very often on
a platform that complicates direct interaction with the speakers. Questions are filtered
by a social media team that decides within
seconds which questions or interpellations
are worth being brought to the virtual table.
This is not ideal because it is undemocratic.
Furthermore, informal talks among the participants themselves do not happen. Yet, it is

“Our main task is to establish
and maintain communication between AEGEE and another organisation who is relevant to AEGEE, whilst at the
same time providing expertise about AEGEE and search
for opportunities for the two
aggregates to co-operate and
exchange best practices”
usually during those informal conversations
– be it with a speaker or with another participant – that connections are made because
they are far more authentic, personal and
first and foremost: they are more flexible.
In addition to that, incidents like losing a
National Education Minister in the middle
of a dialogue or trying to read the President
of the General Assembly’s lips in order to
discern the words he might be saying due to
technical difficulties, puts everyone’s patience
and focus to the test. AEGEE, a youth organisation, has shown more expertise in information technology than its more adult counterparts. Being geographically distant, we
are used to holding meetings online and our
members are eager to learn and are open to
face new technological challenges to make
online communication smoother in most
cases. Nonetheless, even AEGEEans do not
have an ideal solution for the lack of more
informal face-to-face interaction. We need to
find solutions both for technical issues and
for more face-to-face interaction, even if they
need to be online. Because after all, Communication is Key to establishing and maintaining contacts, Communication is Key to AEGEE,
Communication is Key to Europe.
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AEGEE Day 2020
Written by Luca Bisighini

Project Manager of AEGEE Day
This year - on April 16th, 2020 - AEGEE-Europe celebrated its 35th anniversary, a landmark date for a pioneer organisation like
ours.In the previously formed Core Team of
AEGEE Day, we almost instantly had the idea
of celebrating such important anniversary,
and had the idea of revisiting the meaning of
what AEGEE was, is today and can become in
the future: here is why and how, we realised
to dedicate the thematic topic to #TimeTravel.
Thanks to fruitful cooperation with five other
European Bodies, a contentful knowledge
transfer with three pioneers of the project, a
successful recruitment of three fantastic AEGEE DAY ambassadors, a strong social media
campaign and presence and lastly with a series of buzz created by our video trailers; we
have been able to get immediate attention
from mostly all of the network stuck however, sadly, in the COVID-19 quarantine time.
Indeed - it wasn’t easy to convert an entire
booklet supposed to meet real, live actions
into an online only based booklet - but luckily
the efforts and creativity of our Core Team
members and Ambassadors produced incredible results in such a narrow time period.
These actions were transformed from live
actions into online meetings, online ceremonies, online parties which incredibly showed
the creativity and talent of AEGEEans to the
very ultimate levels of adaptation and improvisation.
Some of the ideas proposed went a bit beyond our renewed “loose boundaries” to
come up with innovative ideas the AEGEE
DAY 2020 might consider for the next year :)
In fact, over the two weeks from April 11th
till April 26th, 2020 - 55 locals representing a
total of 1565 people participated with lots of
diverse thematic activities and organisational
initiatives to commemorate the 35th anniversary of the organisation and reflect the role
AEGEE can make us have in our societies.
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Surprisingly, instead of COVID putting our
own project under serious threat of being realised, it pushed AEGEEans into believing that
something could have been done anyway
and we are extremely proud of having been
such catalysts.
Also other statistics you can see in our final
movie trailer, easily show the multiple records this year’s edition achieved and how
a project can be easily turned into a total
online based one without losing its appeal.
On May 24th, 2020, also we went together
with AEGEE Human Rights Days 2019, to
crown the 3 winners of the #Sustainable
Trophies, trophies which will be passed hand
to hand, every year, from winner to winner,
to ensure a legacy in our project. During that
night - called the “Night of Champions”, we
had over 50 people live, waiting for the winners to be crowned.
The final podium for year 2020 showed the
top 3 winners: on 3rd place, we had AEGEE-Utrecht; on 2nd AEGEE-Alicante and on
first place, the first ever champions of the
project, AEGEE-Valladolid.
They all got a commemorative frame which
will remain forever theirs for their achievement, followed by - respectively - a bronze,
silver and gold medal.
Beyond this, all 3 locals received the AEGEE
DAY Sustainable Trophies, which they need to
pass/ship by next year’s Spring Agora 2021 to the new winners of the next year’s project.
What more to say?
We did not have the highest of expectations,
but we were certain we could have delivered
something great. We made it beyond any of
the most optimistic predictions.
It was a heck of #TimeTravel. I hope you
enjoyed it too.See you in the future of 2021,
somewhere, in time.
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Autumn Agora Salerno 2019
Another Brick Off The Wall
Written by Sonia Della Sala
President of AEGEE-Salerno & Content Director of Autumn Agora Salerno 2019

Agora, the general assembly of all local
branches of AEGEE-Europe, twice a year gathers its members from all across Europe in
order to discuss, learn and share objectives
and opinions. Agorae are important not only
to learn about the European values such as
the respect for human dignity and rights, but
also to put into practice the idea of equality
and democracy.
Designed, organised and administered by 9
young active students and European citizens
of Salerno, “Autumn Agora Salerno 2019 Another Brick Off The Wall” has aimed at
achieving integration, student cooperation
and social inclusion in full respect of European cultures and diversity. The aim of Agora
Salerno 2019 was not only to demolish the
cultural borders, but help the flourishing and
development of new contacts with other foreign countries. The objectives of the Autumn
Agora 2019 focused on freedom of choice,
displacement and expression.
Divided into “bricks”, each day of the Agora,
participants had the opportunity to deepen into the importance of: Self Expression,
through a shared space where to discuss
and exchange different points of view on the

importance of art as a means of communication; Mobility, by encouraging educational
and professional mobility with regards on
visa issues still delimiting most borders; Professional Growth, as the job market evolves
fast and cross-training guarantee a more
serene approach to it; Education, by raising
awareness on non-formal education and informal learning as an opportunity to acquire
fundamental transversal skills fundamental
for future work environments.
Autumn Agora Salerno will always be AEGEE-Europe special one. Remembering that
in November 1989, one day before the fall of
the Berlin Wall, Autumn Agora Salerno 1989
took place. It had been a coincidence that
awoke the European spirit, not only in AEGEE,
but also in Europe. Tearing down frontiers by
opening the Network to the East had given
hope for the better to the few, but changed
the lives of most. 30 years later, Agora Salerno witnessed another historical event: the
lockdown of Europe.
Being the last Agora before the Spring Online
Agora 2020, Autumn Agora Salerno strengthened the importance of the initiatives of
AEGEEans.
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EPM Barcelona 2020:
a New Start for an Unstoppable Growth!
Written by Asier Rodríguez
Member of the EPM Barcelona 2020 Core Team
The EPM Barcelona 2020: “No One Left
Behind” took place from 5th to 9th February
2020 at the campus of the Autonomous University of Barcelona in the metropolitan area
of Barcelona. The topic of the conference was
social inclusion, including one and a half days
of debates and meetings about the topic.
After that, the drafting of the Strategic Plan
was carried out for the four new Focus Areas
selected on previous Autumn Agora Salerno
2019. There were more than 160 participants
coming from all over Europe hosted in the
facilities of the university and an organising
team composed of approximately 25 AEGEEans willing to give their best to make it the
best event ever.
The idea for this event came long before the
starting date and even the desire for a statutory event of such a traditional antenna had
been flying around for a couple of years in
the minds of the board members. At the end,
the beloved main organiser, Nestor Saura,
made the most of himself so as to develop a
fully guaranteed and economically profitable
event for the local.
When it was finally chosen at Spring Agora
Bucuresti 2019, everybody in AEGEE-Barcelona started to shout out of joy and happiness,
despite knowing that the hard work started
that very moment. The Opven Call for the
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organising team was made, the corresponding people showed up and everything started
to roll with the typical problems of statutory
event preparation. Nevertheless, the biggest
challenge was not just working among the
local team, but working along with the Content Team, the Strategic Committee and the
Comité Directeur altogether, knowing little by
little which functions corresponded to each
of the teams.
During the preparation of the project, some
duties such as fundraising were essential so
as to procure the best development possible
for the upcoming event. Conversations were
established with institutions from all over
the province who were seeking support for
the conference. Always relating to the main
topic of social inclusion, focussing as much
as possible on the Focus Areas which exist
within the Strategic Plan 2020-2023. At the
same time, communications were being developed with bigger and smaller companies
and corporations, looking for branding and
sponsorship which could raise awareness on
a local and regional level.
Meanwhile, the whole Content Team had to
start working hard in their duties, searching
for speakers and proponents for the various
topics.
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“Organising the Conference for the EPM
Barcelona 2020 was a great experience and
we’re also very glad that we had this opportunity to develop ourselves, taking a new
challenge and learning a lot in the way”, the
team states.
Despite the great experience and the success
of the whole conference, the team had to
face some issues along the way while finding the corresponding experts. The team
addresses that ‘the biggest problem was
the last-minute cancellation from some of
our speakers’, an issue for which they were
prepared. Despite that, everything regarding
the topics went well and everyone enjoyed
the delivered sessions, the participation and
the general learning atmosphere. The fair
prepared by this team was also very interesting and improved the engagement and
collaboration among everyone participating
in the event. Thus, it shall also be taken into
account the impressive work made by the
Strategic Committee, who were responsible
for the drafting of objectives in cooperation
with every group involved in the preparation
of the event.
As stated from their side all groups managed to draft actions and indicators for their
Focus Areas, some of them even skipped the
group picture and coffee breaks. Participants
raised their voices on topics such as social
justice, mental health, youth rights, sexual
harassment and other deep complex topics.
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This shows how much effort they put into the
development of the proposed objectives for
the event, even setting a starting point for a
future pilot EPM, which could enhance the influence of such a conference.As for the social
program itself, coordinated in cooperation
with the Safe Person project, the participants
were provided everyday with an alternative
session to the disco plan, mostly focusing
on board games and films in which the main
topic was always related to the conference.
It happened to be yet another way of developing ideas even further within an informal
atmosphere.
It goes without saying that the whole team of
organisers from AEGEE-Barcelona together
with the Content Team, the Strategy Committee and the Comité Directeur were absolutely
proud and satisfied of how the event ended
up going. It was hard but yet truly productive. A big applause goes to each and every
person who delivered the workshops and
also the ones attending and making them so
fruitful.
The whole organising team hopes that this
can be a starting point for the future of
AEGEE, likely to be filled with difficulties and
problems from which the association will
learn and grow even stronger. The team will
be available for advice to the upcoming EPMs’
organising teams in order to help them improve while having a wonderful time.
See you soon somewhere in Europe.
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Generation Climate Europe: the
voice of youth on climate change policy-making
Written by Álvaro González Pérez,
Board Member of Generation Climate Europe and
Vice-President of the 57th Comité Directeur of AEGEE-Europe
If there is a new organisation that AEGEEans
have heard of this past year, it is GCE, or
Generation Climate Europe. Few organisations have had such a headstart and impact
in such a short time span. But what is it and
how did it come to be when a bit over a year
ago it did not even exist? Generation Climate
Europe is, as of today, the largest climate and
environment-focused youth-led coalition of
European youth organisations and represents over 460 organisations with an outreach to over 20 million young Europeans. In
July 2019, it was merely an idea in the heads
of a few motivated and ambitious representatives of European youth NGOs, that took
form into the official launch of the coalition a
month later. These founding member organisations were AEGEE, CliMates, European Students’ Union, FIMCAP and Youth and Environment Europe, which would later on be joined
by ESN, International Young Naturefriends
and OBESSU.
The goal of GCE is two-fold: firstly, it aims
at creating a united voice to better advo-
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cate for the position of youth in European
decision-making processes on climate and
environmental issues, and secondly, while
doing so it pursues the empowerment of
young people to become effective climate
advocates. We have done this so far through
various events and actions, participating in
high-level panel discussions and writing for
international media outlets. The key highlights include a meeting with the cabinet of
Frans Timmermans, Executive Vice President
of the European Commission for the European Green Deal, and with Kadri Simson, European Commissioner for Energy, so as to bring
them the demands of the coalition. Worth
mentioning is as well the fact that we were
organising, in collaboration with the European Parliament and the EESC, the so-called
Youth Climate Summit, an event gathering
350 young people from all around Europe to
educate them on climate an environmental
issues and to gather their opinions and views
on the topic for European-level policy-makers. Needless to say, the COVID-19 pandemic
forced us to cancel and postpone the event.
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The internal structure of GCE goes as follows:
•

The Board is composed of representatives from GCE’s member organisations
and directs the work of GCE. The AEGEE
representative in the board is Álvaro
González Pérez.

•

The Secretariat oversees the daily
management of GCE, current projects and
coordinates the work of GCE’s Working
Groups.

•

The Working Groups are made up of
volunteers and help to expand the work
of GCE and empower young people in
EU decision making on environmental
and climate issues, and their topics cover
Circular Economy, Clean Mobility, Sustainable Development Goals, Biodiversity and
Communications.
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not just towards the carbon neutrality goals
embedded in the European Green Deal, but
towards a more ambitious green transition
based on the principle of social justice, that
aims at cutting greenhouse gas emissions
even before it is currently foreseen.
As youth we will be the ones suffering the
most with effects of climate change. We need
to be at the forefront of the fight, and we
need to make sure that we and the generations to come after us will encounter a sustainable world to live in!
You can find more information about GCE
at https://gceurope.org/ and its social media
channels or you can write to alvaro.gonzalez@aegee.eu for any doubt or request about
it.

As youth we will be the
ones suffering the
most with effects of climate change - we need
to be at the forefront of
the fight
Several AEGEEans and volunteers from other
organisations are involved in the Working
Groups, so if you are passionate and/or
knowledgeable on any of these topics, they
are open to new volunteers.
The role of organisations like Generation
Climate Europe nowadays is more important
than ever before and the eagerness with
which European policy-makers have recently
welcomed dialogues and collaborations with
youth is certainly to be underlined. However,
all these efforts can very well be in vain, particularly in the context of the post COVID-19
recovery. Europe needs to steadily move,
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Why not thinking big
AEGEE Greek-Turkish Civic Dialogue
Written by Burcu Becermen
Project Manager of the “Turkish-Greek Civic Dialogue Project” 2002-2005
and Honorary Member of AEGEE-Europe
‘Through our activities, we empower students
and young people in Europe to take an active
role in society. We create a space for dialogue
and learning opportunities as well as act as
their representative towards decision-makers.’
This is how it is written on the website of
AEGEE. In the beginning of this century a
group of young people from Turkey and
Greece under the lead of Burcu Becermen,
later awarded as Young European of the
Year, started the project of the Greek-Turkish
Civic Dialogue. She gave us an insight into the
project.
It all started when AEGEE-İstanbul strived
to join the AEGEE network, as the very first
local from Turkey, during the AGORA in Kos
in 1992 - a few miles away from Turkey. At
that time, some members from Greek antennae including the AGORA organisers left the
sessions in protest against AEGEE-İstanbul’s
membership. The network had to familiarise itself with century-old conflicts between
Greece and Turkey, and deal with the impact
of this legacy on its own members. During
those years, already tense political relations
culminated with the Imia/Kardak crisis in
1996. The dispute and military skirmish over
tiny rocks in the Aegean sea quickly brought
the two countries to the brink of war. Only
a few business people and journalists were
trying to bridge the divide, but there were no
contacts or joint initiatives between young
people in both countries. Against such a
backdrop, in 1996, AEGEE-Athina and AEGEE-İstanbul jointly organised the very first
youth exchange between the two countries,
leading to the signing of a common Declaration of Greek-Turkish Friendship in 1997.
Initiatives from both sides followed, leading
to the AEGEE-Europe Peace Academy project
in 1999/2000.
Meanwhile 1999 marked important devel-
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opments for Turkey-Greece relations. Two
major earthquakes hit first Turkey, and then
Greece, claiming lives and causing catastrophic damage. Right after the earthquake
in Turkey, Greece was the first country to
provide aid and send rescue teams. When
the earthquake hit Athens a month later,
Turkey reciprocated. The two countries were
ready to wage war, and three years later they
were saving each other’s lives. This genuine
humanitarian effort went beyond an earthquake diplomacy that thawed the relations,
but it also touched peoples’ hearts on both
sides of the Aegean.
Three months later, during the EU Helsinki
Summit, Turkey was granted a candidate
status. Both developments created a new impetus and paved the way for the EU to launch
its first funding scheme in Turkey. Having
witnessed the Greek-Turkish rapprochement
after the earthquakes and the impact of the
Peace Academy project, the EU decided to
grant AEGEE-Europe EUR 150.000 to carry out
a project.

The thematic idea, AEGEE’s vision and track
record, and the funds were already in place.
Only the project concept was missing. As two
fresh AEGEE members, one from Ankara and
one from Athina (Sophia Kompotiati), we happened to be the lucky ones to come across
with the project idea.
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The project kicked off with its launch event
Rebuilding Communication, organised in
partnership with AEGEE-Sakarya in 2003. As
the epicenter of the 1999 earthquake, Sakarya was still recovering from the economic,
social and psychological ramifications. AEGEE-Sakarya was a new local with highly motivated members, aspiring to European integration, and sparing no efforts to tear down
the post-earthquake psyche. This first event
aimed to set the ground and start conversation. Right after the opening remarks, delivered by İsmail Cem, former Foreign Affairs
Minister of Turkey, who undertook historic
diplomatic initiatives with his counterpart Andreas Papandreaou, we got the news of the
war. Participants decided to prepare a joint
declaration condemning the war on Iraq.
Then came the landmark event of the project,
KayaFest Youth and Culture Festival that took
place in Kayaköy/Levissi in August 2003. This
one-week festival bore witness to so many
things, so many interactions. In the 80th anniversary of the Exchange of Population, the
entire Nea Levissi village including the mayor,
artists, folk dances team visited for the first
time in their lives the village that was home
to their grandparents; and they got to know
and interact with the present-day inhabitants
of Kayaköy who themselves were emigrants
from Thessaloniki.
The entire village turned into a festival scene.
All village emigrant households opened
their doors and hosted festival participants.
They exchanged reminisces with Nea Levissi
fellows. They danced and played backgammon with young people, they watched joint
performances of modern times. Every night
the festival stage reflected lights on the abandoned houses, turning the Ghost Village into
a fairy tale.
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Thanks to this collaboration, the project’s
third event Compulsory Exchange of Population 80th Anniversary Symposium was held
in Istanbul. This was the first international
academic symposium on exchange of population in Turkey, attended by 250 scholars
and intellectuals, including the legendary author Yaşar Kemal. The symposium discussed
exchange of population from the perspective
of literature, cultural heritage, minorities, and
addressed the personal experiences of being
twice a stranger. Its proceedings were later
published by Istanbul Bilgi University.
Then came the project’s Final Conference
in Ankara in 2004, which allowed us to both
reflect on the project itself and brainstorm
some future ideas. About 100 young people
gathered in workshops on different topics
such as history education, designing a road
map for the future.
By pursuing our ideals, understanding our
current needs, and revisiting our
experiences and tool box AEGEEans can have
an impact. Our dream of Borderless
Europe is still in the making, and faced with
challenging mental and physical borders,
even more than before.
2023 will mark the centenary of the Exchange
of Population between Greece and Turkey,
and the 20th anniversary of KayaFest. And
maybe this time, we can bring together AEGEEans and non-AEGEEans from everywhere.

The Festival was followed by an academic
event AEGEE-Ankara organised in partnership with the Foundation of Lausanne Treaty
Emigrants. This recently formed foundation
had been organising mutual visits, quite
similar to a student exchange, but this time
the participants were senior citizens whose
grandparents emigrated from Greece/Turkey.
Their community included academics who
were also writing papers on these issues.
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Recruit - Integrate - Maintain - Repeat: Online!
Written by Anastasia Sidiropoulou and Lia Touska
Member of AEGEE-Academy and AEGEE-Thessaloniki

During the Local Training Course by AEGEE-Thessaloniki in November 2019, the idea
of organising a European School (ES) was
born. The newly elected board chose Human Resources (HR) as the topic, Lia Touska
took the role of the main organiser and they
contacted AEGEE-Academy for collaboration.
The event was going to take place between
the 19th and 22nd of March. Lyda Michopoulou was chosen as the Training Manager
and together with Claudia Chiurlia, Nataliya
Khimichenko and Christina Pournara, they
formed the Trainers Team.
Two weeks before the event, the coronavirus crisis happened and the Greek government forbade any kind of gathering. This
did not stop the organisers. Thanks to Lyda
Michopoulou and her valuable experience
with delivering sessions online, the event
could be held online. The schedule was
adjusted to two full training days, Friday the
20th and Saturday the 21st of March.
During the online training course, the participants had the opportunity to discover the HR
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cycle and talk about the steps in which their
teams are right now and how they can move
forward. Afterwards, they had a Recruitment
session, which as they said was one of their
favourites. The participants discovered how
to create an achievable recruitment strategy.
There were worries about the recruitment
process during these difficult times, but
many inspiring ideas came up and a lot of
motivation vanished all negative thoughts.
Also, there was an integration session. “Why
do you want to integrate your members?”
and “What is integration for you?” were
discussed. The trainers gave them some
tips for this process and participants were
given a space to share their ideas. Another
session was Mentoring. Ideas for creating
a successful mentoring system within their
locals were shared among the participants.
One more session was Retention, where the
participants learned how to create fundamental interpersonal relations between their
members. Furthermore, there was a sharing
activity, where participants shared what the
day’s sessions offered them.
Additionally, the training course included a
Group dynamics session. The participants
were given a role-playing activity, where
they worked in groups where they had to
choose the place of a European event. Moreover, there was a Performance Evaluation
and Development session, where they had
the chance to learn how the GROW model
works and turn the knowledge into practice.
Last but not least, there was a Knowledge
Transfer (KT) session, where the participants
discovered the importance of KT and got prepared to create a successful KT environment
for their locals.
The European School on Human Resources
2020 was the first online ES in the history of
AEGEE. Ιt shaped 16 H(e)R(oes) responsibles,
they are among us and they are here to help
the Network be more powerful and connected.

In the Network
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Journey of a Focus Area:
Three years of Youth Development
Written by Evita Ločmele and Alejandra Piot
Member of Youth Development Working Group
Youth Development was chosen as one the
four Focus Areas of AEGEE at Agora Chisinau
2016. The main aim of the Focus Area was “to
provide young people with opportunities to
gain transversal skills and competences that
contribute to their personal and professional
development.”
These three years have been full of excitement and improvements for our organisation. Our members had the chance to get to
know which soft skills they are getting just
for being involved in AEGEE actively, such
as leadership (main organisers of Summer
Universities) or teamwork (anyone working
within a board or European body). There was
a policy paper written on the importance of
transversal skills and competences for young
people in modern Europe during the year
2017/2018.

We wanted to unite all
AEGEEans and to apply
teamwork skill
During the year 2018/2019, the need for
some mental health education was raised.
The Agora voted for an objective within the
focus area related to the topic, and the members of the working group didn’t hesitate in
starting to work on it. They created a booklet
on Mental Health, highlighting terms, processes, and to try to break the stigma. These
was a good first step for our year, 2019/2020
to continue working on the topic as much as
we could. We had the chance to deliver workshops at two different Network Meetings and
to continue spreading the word on the topic.

an Planning Meeting took place) to Yerevan
(where the upcoming general assembly was
supposed to happen) walking. Of course,
not literally speaking, we wanted to unite
all AEGEEans, and apply the teamwork skill
mentioned above and walk that distance in
the amount of time remaining between one
event and the other. Unfortunately for us, the
global pandemic happened and, in several
countries, it was forbidden to go out completely, but that didn’t discourage us to call
upon AEGEEans to keep themselves physically and mentally healthy during those hard
moments.
The Youth Development Working Group and
AEGEEans from all around the network
tackled a lot of topics - from mental and
physical health to entrepreneurship. They
showed a presence on social media and
raised awareness on important days of the
year, such as World Health Day, International
Day of Education and International
Volunteer Day. And they cooperate with other European Bodies of AEGEE and
participated in different initiatives, such as
Human Rights Day 2019, together with a lot
of other Bodies and Locals all across the AEGEE network.
We are really happy with the results of these
three-years’ work, and we wish the best
of luck to the new working groups.

Quite closely related to this, we had an objective related to physical health and an idea
came to our mind: creating a challenge to
go from Barcelona (place where the Europe-
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LANGUAGE STORIES:
A MESSAGE FROM THE LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Written by Inigo Sesar, Nazli Ece Baltepe, Marijia Pudak,
Barış Başkılıç, George Giakoumato
Members of Language Interest Group
Languages are a global heritage we have
received and need to transfer to next generations. Every language has its own wealth,
its own musicality and its own uniqueness
and beauty. Languages help humanity to
communicate all the essential variables that
bring people of all religions, ethnicities and
cultures together. Language Interest Group
aims to raise the awareness of the value of
each language and most importantly motivates AEGEE members to examine the beauty
of multilingualism simultaneously with socialisation through a variety of projects.
We live in a world where most people are
aware that the ability of speaking a foreign
language was never as vital as it is in the 21st
century. Language Interest Group aspires to
transmit the energy of enjoyment of learning
a new language. Learning a new language is
a wonderful path between cultures as well
as being a tool for communication among
people from all over the globe. Multilingualism underlines the beauty of multiculturalism
in the world. The Language Interest Group
comes to give a small touch to the daily
routine of every AEGEE member to feel the
value of multilingualism and broaden their
horizons.

The oldest project from the Language Interest Group is the celebration held every year
on the European Day of Languages (EDL).
Since 2001, many locals have had the chance
to bring their members closer, highlighting
the importance of learning foreign languages and understanding the magic of diversity
through EDL. Language Interest Group suggests activities like language quizzes or movie
nights for all Antennae to take part in. These
actions give useful knowledge to AEGEEans
and altogether create nice memories. Multilingual city games or running dinners are
examples of activities which will amaze members and provide them with time wonderfully
spent. In the previous year, EDL was held and
celebrated on 14th of November in AEGEE.
On this day, various events across the Network took place, however every local could
select the day that was the most convenient
for them to celebrate EDL. One goal stays
the same every year, however, and it is that
in this period that we show the multilingual
AEGEE spirit!
Another significant project among the years
from Language Interest Group are the Travel
Dictionaries. For the last years with the amazing contribution of many AEGEEans members, Language Interest Group has created
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Summer Universities more beautiful with
learning and exploring different languages.
Various games which bring the participants
closely together, occur with the help of Language Interest Group Trainers. Every Local
can contact the Language Interest Group
moderating team and ask for assistance in
order to take part in our program of language activities.

a big storage of many Travel Dictionaries in
many languages. These contain basic expressions in every language in order to use them
when someone is abroad and helps to feel
more familiar in his or her travel. The project
still continues and has the big aim to cover
as many languages as it can and create a
‘’friend’’ to every travel adventure.
Moreover, a group like the Language Interest
Group could not be apathetic in situations
like quarantines due to Coronavirus; that this
spring affected all over the world. For this
reason the project ‘’AEGEEans learning languages’’ was reactivated. This project started
in 2016, but it became very popular since
the beginning of the quarantine this year.
This initiative consists of regular online video
calls, where participants can improve their
language skills with the help of a tutor, by
playing games and taking part in interactive
debates. At the moment, the project offers
weekly sessions in 17 different languages and
it has more than 35 tutors and many participants. This initiative proved to be a great idea
to make members happier and more united
during the confinement. The goal of learning
a language is combined with the socialisation
and the expression of feeling that all members are together in these times of epidemic.
Furthermore, the Language Interest Group
is always available in order to make AEGEE

Unfortunately this years Summer Universities were cancelled, but it was decided, that
many online activities will replace them. The
Language Interest Group will be present and
will organise two online activities during this
period. The first activity was an idea from Nazli Ece Baltepe (AEGEE Izmir -Project Manager
of Language Interest Group) who is the Head
Trainer of the workshop ‘’The Art of Learning
a Language: The Benefits and Opportunities’’,
which will be hold from 25th of June until
10th of July. AEGEEans will have the opportunity to see the benefits of learning a new
language. The workshop aims to show the
benefits of learning a new foreign language
and introduce the participants with fun and
exciting ways of doing it. It will be conducted
in an interactive way which will offer an enriching experience for everyone involved. The
participants will be ecouraged to think and
introduce their own perspectives and ideas,
which provide a participant centered discussion. This is a great opportunity to brighten
the summer of AEGEE members.
The second activity is an inspiration from
Marijia Pudak (AEGEE Zagreb –Public Relationship Manager of Language Interest
Group). It is called ‘’Diving into the beautifully
unknown’’ and the activity aims to find the
meaning of words that are unusual in the
common speech.
‘’Diving into the beautifully unkown’’ is exactly
what it says. It will emerge members into a
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new world and gives the possibility to reveal
the secrets of the English language. Prepare
yourself for having fun but also for learning
something new. Your are going to enter a
new world, dare to join.

Also, it is already in the works the collaboration with LGBT Interest Group the project
‘’Gender Neutral Language’’. This project has
an aim to show that nowadays people could
use language in a more gender-inclusive way,
in their own mother tongues .The way we talk
is constantly changing and many languages
are now less binary and less gender based in
general. The final result of this project should

be a booklet with examples of how to speak
gender neutral.
Furthermore, the language survey of AEGEE
is scheduled to be continued. This project
started in 2017 and its main goals are to assess the language skills, needs and attitudes
of AEGEE members and measure the use of
languages within AEGEE. The first language
survey gathered the opinion of 350 AEGEEans
and processed the data to publish a booklet
with the results. The actual tagret is to renew
the survey and to compare the new results
with the results we had three years ago.
Learning a language is more than sitting in a
classroom and memorising vocabulary. Nelson Mandela is famous for his quote “If you
talk to a man in a language he understands,
that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his
language, that goes to his heart” for a good
reason. Languages give you benefits to work
abroad, dream your favorite journeys and
make deep connections with others. It allows you to appreciate the culture of others,
create empathy, connect the dots around
you and become global-minded. AEGEE
celebrates every day the benefit of having so
many different languages and reminds all its
members that they are part of a charming
multilingual family. If someone wants more
information about the ongoing projects of
LIG, don’t forget to visit LIG’s website or to
write us: lig.aegee@gmail.com.

TALK
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Road to the Strategy in AEGEE
Written by Evita Ločmele and Yannic Lades
Member of Strategy Committee
that was finalised at Agora Zaragoza 2013.
It gave us our current vision and mission,
which clearly defines, and in a written form,
what we all as AEGEEans are trying to achieve
in the long run. In this way, we added more
purpose and direction to the Strategic Plan
that can be seen as a tool that allows us to
achieve our mission. In recent years though
we once more observed some issues with
our way of strategic planning, as the overall
network involvement and numerous fulfillment rates were relatively low. Therefore, as
the drafting of the Strategic Plan 2020-2023
started, the Planning Team, which was appointed in April 2019, decided to tackle the
problems regarding strategy in AEGEE with a
reformed way to implement strategic planning in AEGEE: The Strategic Framework.

2019 and 2020 were the years of strategy in
AEGEE. With the Strategic Planning Meeting
in Köln in June and afterwards the ratification
of Strategic Plan 2020-2023 at Agora Salerno,
we decided about the path we will go for the
next three years. Also, the European Planning
Meeting 2020 in Barcelona and ratification of
the Action Agenda during the Online Spring
Agora 2020 sets up a promising start for the
new Strategic Plan which commences on the
1st of August 2020. This brings up the question: When did we start to think about Strategy in AEGEE? And how did we approach this
topic in the past?
The first attempts at strategic planning in
AEGEE date back more than 25 years ago;
in 1993, a “Year Plan” was introduced. Since
then a lot has changed: In 2000 the 4 pillars
of action - Higher Education, Peace & Stability, Cultural Exchange & Active Citizenship
- were defined and later replaced by our current system of Thematic Focus Areas which
change every three years.
A huge step forward was the Identity reform

Primarily the Strategic Framework combines
all elements that are connected to our strategy: the identity of AEGEE, the 3-year Strategic
Plan containing Focus Areas and Organisational Improvements as well as the current
1-year Action Agenda for the Focus Areas.
The Planning Team created a new format for
the Strategic Plan, that was drafted at the
Strategic Planning Meeting 2019 in Köln. The
final version of the Strategic Plan 2020-2023
was voted upon and ratified by Agora Salerno
2019. It consists of four Focus Areas: Climate
Emergency, Mental Health, Political Activism,
Social Equity. Beside that are 10 Organisational Improvements which are also included.
They will also help to define the next 3 years
in AEGEE.
The Planning Team furthermore identified
another necessary point for the success of
our strategy: A clear communication, distribution of all the relevant documents and
the efficient cooperative work of everybody
involved. As this could only be partly solved
by structure, with the ratification of this
Framework at Autumn Agora Salerno 2019
there was also a new committee founded:
The Strategy Committee. The main task of
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In the Network
the committee is to facilitate and measure
the implementation of the Strategic Plan and
the Action Agenda, to connect all stakeholders and to communicate the strategy towards
the network. One of their biggest tasks until
now was the coordination of the drafting part
at the European Planning Meeting Barcelona
2020, that took place just a few months after
the committee was created. In addition to
facilitating the drafting process, the Strategy
Committee introduced a new format to the
Action Agenda with actions, motivation and
indicators. Together with the Strategic Plan
2020-2023, the structure of both documents
aims to make them more understandable,
more comparable to each other and more
measurable.
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With a lot of adjustments in the last year the
strategy of AEGEE reached today’s look. The
innovations of the Strategic Framework and
the changes to the structure of the Strategic
Plan and Action Agenda should ensure the
positive and sustainable development of AEGEE. With a 35-year history, AEGEE adapted
its vision to the needs of the youth. The vision
seen as the overall goal has got its direction
via Focus Areas as well as fresh practices via
Organisational Improvements. The implementation of the strategy is a journey to be
experienced and the key for making the journey more exciting is collaboration. The full
engagement of the whole network leads to
achieving the goal and making AEGEE recognised in Europe as a place where changes are
made. As everyone’s voice is heard, we keep
building the path that takes us to a democratic, diverse and borderless Europe.

In the Network
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Policy Office:
Improving Europe One Statement at a time
Written by Evita Ločmele
Member of Policy Office
“Policy and Advocacy” is one of the five
means of AEGEE-Europe, one of the ways
how we as an organisation can strive for our
mission and vision. The newly established
Policy Office aims to help AEGEE achieve the
goal of a borderless Europe through gathering the opinions and interests of young
people of our network.
Policy and Advocacy have been an essential part of AEGEE since the founding of the
organisation in 1985. From advocating to
establish the Erasmus+ programme, Civic
Dialogue between Greece and Turkey and
reacting to political events all around Europe;
AEGEE-Europe is ready to voice its opinion
and participate. In 2019/2020 AEGEE-Europe,
together with its Policy Officers has talked
about various issues such as discrimination
of LGBTI+ rights, Brexit and most recently the presidential elections in Belarus.
During the term of 2019/2020, all of the Policy Officers, supported by Comité Directeur,
started working together in a team, combining their knowledge on Policy and Advocacy
and reacting to happenings in Europe on an
ongoing basis. However, the work of the Policy Officers lacked a formal structure. Thus,
it was decided to officially add a Policy Office
to the general rules of AEGEE during Online
Spring Agora 2020. By establishing the Policy
Office as an official body, the main aim is to
give policy work a boost and both qualitatively and quantitatively improve the synergies
between Policy Officers across policy fields.

By establishing the Policy
Office as an official body,
the main aim is to give
policy work a boost
ical events, Policy Officers also write a Policy
Paper - a more extended piece including the
opinion of AEGEEans most often gathered
through surveys around the Network.
For its first term as a European Body, the
Policy Office has many to-dos on its list: a
structure needs to be established, which
ensures that AEGEE members and locals are
consulted regularly and receive more ownership over official AEGEE-Europe positions; the
network needs to be closely involved in policy
and advocacy work; locals need to be trained
to carry out their very own advocacy and get
involved in the organisation’s that AEGEE is
part of.
Policy and Advocacy are significant ways to
voice your opinion, call for a positive change
in society and get involved. Raising voices
is essential for young Europeans all across
the continent, and AEGEE has the potential
to make youth heard throughout the Policy
Office.

The Policy Office consists of Policy Officers
(POs), who are appointed on the Focus Areas
- Climate Emergency, Mental Health, Political
Activism, Social Equity - as well as in other
thematic fields that are deemed of relevance
- as of now Digitalisation and Youth participation.
One might ask what do Policy Officers in AEGEE do? Besides drafting statements on polit-
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Spring Agora Yerevan 2020 21
Postponed, but Never Cancelled!
Written by Armenak Minasyants & Shakira Rompf
Members of the Agora Yerevan 2020 and 2021 Core Team

There are only a few times when an AEGEE
local gets the chance to look far beyond itself
– to embrace the concept of European unity
in a real and tangible way. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the European community
right now is undergoing rapid changes. The
same issue refers to AEGEE, as the impact of
the pandemic is far beyond what anybody
expected and resulted in the postponement
and cancellation of a great number of events,
including the Spring Agora Yerevan 2020. It is
beyond debate that our society has changed,
and respectively the needs of young people
are changing through the course of this pandemic. On the other hand, the Coronavirus
crisis has proved once again how interconnected we are all across the continent.
But neither we, as AEGEEans and proud Europeans, nor we as the local organisers of the
planned spring Agora 2020 will let that virus
stop us on our mission for Europe.
So here it comes, Spring Agora Yerevan 2021,
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a one-of-a-kind event to attend, to reconnect Europe and to shape young Europeans’
conversations around the future of a Digital
Europe!
Yerevan! So, where is it?
Yerevan is the capital and the heart of Armenia – a landlocked European country in
the South Caucasus region. This urban city
is home to one million people, a third of the
Armenia’s population. Its vibrant streets are
dotted with cafes and buzzing with life. Worth
to mention that Yerevan is one of the oldest
continuously inhabited cities in the world,
dating back to the founding of the fortress of
Erebuni in the 8th century BC. Today’s Yerevan charm lies in its iconic cosy streets and
with many parks, museums, concert halls,
theatres, markets, hotels, restaurants and cafes, which regularly smell with freshly brewed
oriental coffee and cheerful laughter of the
city’s residents. Other than that, Yerevan is
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compact. A well-designed, circular city center
that is easy to navigate on foot, with virtually
everything an average AEGEEan could need
within a twenty-minute walk.
It is worth to state that Armenians have a
proud history of innovative excellence: they
have been responsible for cutting-edge
inventions and creative solutions such as the
MRI machine, the ATM, the colour TV and automatic transmission. Other than that, today
Armenia has more chess grandmasters per
capita than any other country, while chess is
part of the curriculum in all public schools.
The Spring Agora Yerevan 2021 intends to
be more than just another statutory meeting. While striving for the ideas of unity and
solidarity, the newly emerging challenges,
even the most unexpected ones, made the
organisational team grow, and most notably,
their enthusiasm and drive for this event has
stayed unweathered throughout. The ambitious organising team, institutional fundraising and facilitated logistics promise to ensure
a once in a lifetime experience for every participant, yet it is the excellent content which
will make this Agora truly and jawbreakingly
exciting!
It is remarkable that our team mainly stays
the same and only small changes need to be
undertaken from the last year’s edition to the
new one. Not only have the local organisers
expressed their overall support for the second edition of Spring Agora Yerevan but also
our International Core Team expressed their
readiness and willingness to continue with
our idea of Spring Agora Yerevan.
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prosperity, safety and security, democracy
and humanity. Agora Yerevan’s thematic sessions will cover topics ranging from e-democracy, online banking, artificial intelligence,
virtual reality, smart cities concept to cybersecurity, sustainability goals, climate change,
and more. Worth to say, that the upcoming
Agora will be an exquisite chance to explore
Armenia’s rich culture, sublime nature, delicious cuisine and vibrant civil society. Furthermore, the excellent accommodation in
convenient hostels, the free and high-speed
WiFi internet on every spot and crazy South
Caucasian parties will meet the expectations
of every participant. Yerevan has a bustling
nightlife scene, with a wide range of bars,
wine houses, pubs, and clubs to choose from.
It is a city that knows how to have fun, with
parties that can last until the sun rises and
shines on you.
But Agora is not the only thing we will offer
to our guests: We will arrange an additional
programme for those who want to make the
most out of their stay in our beautiful country. After the Agora is officially over, everyone
is warmly welcome to spend some more days
in Armenia and discover the beauty of Armenia’s nature, history and culture with their
own eyes.
Our motivation is to give everyone an opportunity not only to enjoy the Spring Agora
Yerevan 2021 program, but to have their own
specific contribution in the Agora in their
own way and to achieve their personal best,
expanding from the traditional and popular
inter-cultural enrichment.

From the very start of the new planning
cycle, accordingly, the Agora Yerevan 2021
team has not only been focusing closely on
the technical logistical preparations of the
Agora, but we intended to strive for an ambitious benchmark: to create a comprehensive
platform to ensure that this Agora “connects
young AEGEEans to the Future”. Every element of our hosting strategy reflects a deep
commitment to innovation. The Spring Agora
Yerevan 2021 will address digitalisation and
try to explore how information and communication technology is transforming our
democracies, economies and lives for better
and for worse, its impact on our profits and
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Davai! Borders will not break themselves
Written by Rita Semchenko
Member of the Agora Moscow Core Team
From the beginning, the very idea of organising an Agora in Moscow sounded crazy
and seemed even unrealistic. We couldn’t
help but make jokes about all the difficulties
we would have to overcome to organise an
Agora here, in Russia. But it is not the first
time that something big, challenging and extraordinary started from a joke for us* (*the
reference to TSU Transsiberian DREAM with
the longest route of 9288 km). As time flew
by, something that once was a joke slowly
turned into a really long-term project. In
2019 AEGEE-Moskva did not step away from
hardships and got awarded to host the first
statutory event in Russia in Autumn 2020.
Even before just deciding to apply for the
second time we wanted to make the process
as transparent, open and feedback friendly
as possible. There still were questions and
concerns and we wanted to start the dialogue
to make the network aware of all procedures
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and us prepared better for whatever challenge we may face. So, a decision was made
to create a public group on Facebook, not for
the promotion of the Agora itself but in order
to make it transparent, to open the dialogue,
to receive feedback and most importantly
– to answer questions and concerns of the
network.
This was also the time to find a new bright
visual identity to reflect our catchphrase - the
now wide-spread “Davai”, a Russian equivalent of ”Let’s do it!”. The Agora Moscow’s
branded yellow- black was actually born
by following it. We had the urge to go on
with the minimalistic flow of the designs of
our other projects, like Transsib black-andwhite and to our own surprise, yellow simply
worked and perfectly catered to our ideas
about fresh and minimalistic style, with a
touch of boldness.
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Walking an extra mile is our motto for every
project or event we organise and when it
comes to Agora this gets a very literal meaning. That’s no secret that for the average
Russian a distance of 500 km is rather close
than far, but the Agora Moscow team went
even further by working remotely not only
within the country itself but across the whole
continent. Different time zones, thousands
of kilometres between us and lots of online
communication and collaboration was a daily
routine for us. Eventually, it all turned into
good practice even before the pandemic and
this made the team very flexible towards the
new challenges that other teams had to face
and adapt to during this spring. More than
nine months of work, two hundred virtual
meetings, eleven core team members, thirty-one department coordinators and eighty
people in total in the team. Imagine, with
such big numbers the whole core team met
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in person only once!
Filled with dreams and eager to make them
real, we followed this path and made a
promise to each other that this Agora will
bring the network to the edge and step into
history. The first statutory event in Russia,
the Agora that literally breaks borders, builds
new bridges and is a huge step towards the
visibility and understanding of the issues
some members of the network are constantly
facing. No wonder that we chose Youth Mobility as the thematics of the Agora. For us, it
is not just an Agora but a chance for us all to
comprehend what the world is beyond our
prejudices and framed mindsets and make it
happen against all odds. Despite the fact that
Autumn Agora Moscow 2020 was cancelled
and the event was moved to an online format, we still keep our dreams alive. And who
knows, the third time might be a charm…
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Sustainably in a vibrant student city:
Meet EPM Tartu 2021!
Written by Ele Loonde
Member of AEGEE-Tartu
EPM Tartu 2021 is, after such a long time, the
first statutory event in the Baltics. It will take
place in a vibrant student city, and will provide promising discussions on the future of
economy, climate emergency and the future
of AEGEE.
EPM21 is an important landmark for the Baltic locals - it is the first statutory event taking
place in the Baltics since European Boards’
Meeting in 2011. The event is also a part of
the trend set by Yerevan, Istanbul, București,
Izmir and Moscow in taking statutory events
further away from Central Europe.
European pioneer of sustainable innovation
Estonia is a conjunction of Northern, Eastern
and Western culture. The small country of 1.3
million people and 45,000 square kilometres
is a combination of northern landscapes, cold
winters and near polar days in the summer.
With its rich history and Eastern influences,
it is a true border country for Europe, where
the Eastern and Western understanding of
the world collide. With a strong Western
democratic system and flexible economy,
Estonia is known for its technical innovation.
After all, Estonia has the most start-ups per
capita in the European Union.
Many Estonian enterprises and NGOs are
currently tackling the problem of excessive
waste through the promotion of the principles of a Circular Economy. For example,
Reversing Resources is a start-up for tracking
the production in major Asian textile factories - their aim is to find out where the waste
is made and to sort and recycle it before it
piles up.
The thematic part of EPM concerns the questions about Circular Economy. It is a comprehensive tool for changing the ways of production, consumption and recycling, therefore
preventing further climate warming. It is no
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less important for AEGEEans to understand
how AEGEE as an organisation can implement these principles. AEGEE-Tartu is hopeful
to organise a sustainable event that is compatible with the ideas of Circular Economy.
Tartu is a vibrant student city, where the
university is the main symbol of local culture.
30,000 of the overall population of 100,000
are students in a city that is a pioneer in
Estonia for sustainable leadership. Tartu
has procured natural gas buses for its public
transport, supported the adoption of electric
cars and implemented economical city lighting solutions. The goal of the city for 2030
is: “An ecological way of living must reach all
citizens.” It is a youthful city with a cosy old
town from the 18th century and eye-catching
street art, where everyone can feel welcome.
Meet the experienced team
The local core team of the EPM consists of
AEGEE-Tartu members who have an average
membership experience of 4 years and 3
months. The main organiser Marleen Talve
said: “We all understand the value of a good
EPM for the network, we are all determined
to bring the best event to you!” And if some
of the readers would like to be a part of the
team that is making this extraordinary event
possible, Tartunians are waiting for your application later this year.
AEGEE-Tartu has long waited to host an European Planning Meeting. The Estonian local
founded in 1994 has applied for it twice before. As it was said during Spring Agora 2020,
AEGEE-Tartu is an active and enthusiastic
local, that has never been stronger than right
now. Third time appears to be the charm and
therefore: you are all welcome to Tartu in
February 2021!
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Comité Directeur 58
Written by Comité Directeur 58
Dear Network,
We are honoured to start our term as your
Comité Directeur 58, a team composed of
very diverse people. We write to you in a way
which is AEGEE to its core, from all over Europe. Divided by distance, united by spirit.
This year, the term of the Comité Directeur
is special. The new Strategic Plan for the
upcoming three years takes its validity, with
new Focus Areas and Organisational Improvements which show our aspirations to
further improve our association. Another
online general assembly will take place this
autumn, the second in our history. Finally, an
EPM pilot with its new structure is coming.
There are many challenges ahead of us. The
current global situation is very uncertain.
We’ve all felt and seen the impact on our
lives. We are in no position to make pre-

dictions of the future, but we can build our
beliefs on what we have seen so far. Even
though we are limited in seeing each other
in person, we shall continue to strive for our
goals, support each other and be the advocates of change.
We are motivated by you, the AEGEEans,
who make our association great with their
participation, project initiatives, discussions
and your amazing work. We cannot be more
excited to support you, nurture your ideas
and achieve even more together. We commend you on the amount of work you have
done in regard to digitalising our efforts and
not letting the AEGEE spirit fade. We ask you
to persist, to power through these moments,
so that in the future we can remember this
period as the time AEGEE got even stronger.
Europeanly Yours,
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contact information
CD/headoffice

commissions

AEGEE-Europe
Rue du Noyer / Notelaarsstraat 55
1000 Brussels, Belgium
Phone secretariat: +32 2246 0320
E-mail: headoffice@aegee.org
URL: www.aegee.org

JURIDICAL COMMISSION
juridical@aegee.eu

projects
AEGEE ELECTION OBSERVATION
www.projects.aegee.org/eop eop@aegee.org
SUMMER UNIVERSITY
www.aegee.org/su suct@aegee.eu
YVOTE
http://www.yvote.eu info@yvote.eu
EUROPE ON TRACK
eot@aegee.eu
http://www.europeontrack.org

working groups
CLIMATE EMERGENCY WORKING GROUP
climate.emergency@aegee.eu
MENTAL HEALTH WORKING GROUP
mental.health@aegee.eu
POLITICAL ACTIVISM WORKING GROUP
political.activism@aegee.eu
SOCIAL EQUITY WORKING GROUP
social.equity@aegee.eu

CHAIR TEAM
chair@aegee.eu
MEDIATION COMMISSION
medcom@aegee.eu
AUDIT COMMISSION
audit@aegee.eu
NETWORK COMMISSION
netcom@aegee.eu
DATA PRIVACY COMMISSION
dpc@aegee.eu

other bodies
LES ANCIENS
www.anciens.org
ACADEMY
www.aegee-academy.org
board@aegee-academy.org
THE AEGEEAN
aegeean@aegee.eu
http://www.zeus.aegee.org/magazine/
KEY TO EUROPE
www.aegee.org/press/publications/key-toeurope/
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